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PLANS FOR THE 1967-1968 SEASON

Operation Deep Freeze 68

For Deep Freeze 68, the Navy will again dispatch
to the Antarctic a carefully assembled team of men
and equipment to support the United States Ant-
arctic Research Program, 19671968.1 Some of the
personnel, aircraft, and ships for this thirteenth con-
secutive year of antarctic activity will come from the
Navy's own resources, and some from other Govern-
ment agencies—notably the Departments of the
Army, the Air Force, and Transportation—but all
will be under Navy operational control while in the
field.2

Although the same stations will be operated as last
season (Amundsen-Scott South Pole, Byrd, Mc-
Murdo, Palmer, Plateau, and the summer stations
Brockton and Hallett), scientific groups will range
somewhat farther afield during the 1967-1968 sea-
son—and so will Navy-coordinated support units.
USCGC Glacier will participate in an ambitious in-
ternational expedition into the Weddell Sea, photo-
mapping planes will fly over Berkner Island and
nearby Coats Land, and LC- 1 30F flights will be
made to support an interdisciplinary survey in Marie
Byrd Land and a traverse party in Queen Maud
Land, on the opposite side of the Continent. Mean-
while, construction units will be engaged in major
projects at four stations (minor work at the other
three is planned), and summer resupply operations
will employ many other personnel.

Ship Operations

Twelve ships will be employed in Deep Freeze 68,
nine of them under the operational control of the
Commander, Task Force 43. Two antarctic veterans
of the Atlantic Fleet, the destroyer escorts Calcaterra
and Mills, will alternately occupy a mid-ocean sta-
tion in the vicinity of 60°S. 159°E. to provide
weather observations and navigational assistance
along the flight path between Christchurch and Mc-
Murdo Station. (Calcaterra participated in Deep
Freeze 66, and Mills served in antarctic waters last
year and during Deep Freeze 65.) These ships, which
will be based in Dunedin, will also be available to
furnish search and rescue services, if needed, and
they will call frequently at Campbell Island, where
New Zealand maintains a small scientific station.

I A list of projects conducted under USARP follows this
article.

2 Deep Freeze organization is outlined on the next page.

Three Coast Guard icebreakers—Burton Island, Gla-
cier, and Westwind—will initially operate in the
Ross Sea to clear a channel through the annual ice
to McMurdo Station. (The fourth, USCGC South-
wind, will arrive at Palmer Station in late December
to support operations off the west coast of the
Antarctic Peninsula.) When the channel is opened,
two vessels from the Military Sea Transportation Serv-
ice (MSTS), USNS Pvt. John R. Towle and USNS
Wyandot, will deliver dry cargo to McMurdo Station.
Wyandot will proceed from the United States by
way of South America, stopping en route to deliver
supplies to Palmer Station. The MSTS tanker Alatna,
scheduled to make four round trips from Port Lyttel-
ton, New Zealand, will deliver bulk petroleum prod-
ucts to McMurdo, assisted, as in past years, by the
New Zealand tanker Endeavour, under the opera-
tional control of the New Zealand Naval Board.

It is expected that Towle and J'Vyandot will carry
14,500 measurement tons of cargo to Palmer and
McMurdo Stations and that Glacier will transport
an additional 200 to McMurdo. Southwind is sched-
uled to deliver 104 measurement tons to Palmer. Un-
loading at McMurdo will be done by a detachment
of 1 officer and 40 enlisted men from Cargo Han-
dling Battalion One. Four petty officers from the
same battalion will assist the commanding officer of
Southwind in supervising unloading at Palmer Sta-
tion.

Two preseason shipments to New Zealand of 850
measurement tons each were made on the commer-
cial vessels SS Birgitte Skou and Rikke Skou. The
first of these ships carried high-priority items des-
tined for airlift to Antarctica during the early part
of the season, when ice blocks the approaches to

/
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SS Birgitte Skou brought cargo to New Zealand in advance
of the season.
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McMurdo; it also brought initial resupply items for
the destroyer escorts and other materials necessary
to begin Deep Freeze 68. The second shipment con-
sisted largely of routine supply cargo for the advance
headquarters at Christchurch.

The icebreaker Southwind will resupply Palmer
Station with 250,000 gallons of marine diesel fuel,
while the tankers Alatna and Endeavour will deliver
over 5.5 million gallons of various fuels to McMurdo
Station. In the total are 2,765,000 gallons of jet
aircraft fuel, 1,895,000 gallons of arctic diesel fuel,
480,000 gallons of aviation gasoline, and 410,000
gallons of automotive gasoline.

Air Operations

The preponderance of aviation fuels emphasizes
the important role played by aircraft in the United
States antarctic program. The principal air unit, Air
Development Squadron Six (VX-6), has four ski-
equipped Hercules (LC-1301 7s), four other ski-
equipped aircraft (three LC-117 Dakotas and one
LC-47 Skytrain), two Super Constellations (C -
121 Js), and five LH-34 helicopters. With these air-

How Deep Freeze is Organized
The United States Navy is responsible for providing

logistic support for scientific and other activities of the
United States in Antarctica and for developing and testing
the techniques necessary to fulfill this mission. The Com-
mander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, is desig-
nated as the senior U.S. representative in Antarctica; as
such, he is responsible for determining the feasibility of
operations and insuring their success and safety. Through
the Secretary of the Navy, he may request the assistance
of the Army and Air Force and appropriate Assistant Sec-
retaries of Defense. The existing directives specifically au-
thorize the Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarc-
tica, to conduct such direct liaison with other Government
agencies as may be necessary in the fulfillment of his as-
signed responsibilities—for example, in obtaining the serv-
ices of U.S. Coast Guard icebreakers from the Department
of Transportation (formerly from the Treasury Depart-
ment, of which the Coast Guard was a component until
March 31, 1967).

The U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, is basically a
planning and administrative organization under the Corn-
mander-in-Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet. For the purpose of
actually conducting operations. the Commander, U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica, is also designated as Commander,
Task Force 43 (CTF-43). The Task Force is a part of the
Atlantic Fleet's operational organization. With one excep-
tion, the units involved in antarctic operations report an-
nually to the operational control of CTF-43 and remain
under his control only for the duration of the operating
season, usually from September to March. The exception is
Antarctic Support Activities, which is responsible for the
maintenance and operation of stations, including air fa-
cilities, on a year-round basis. This organization remains
permanently under the administrative supervision of the
Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and
under his operational control in his second capacity of
CTF-43.

U. S. Navy Photo)

This season, LC-I30Fr will again pla y a ley role. Above, a
JA TO takeoff from B yrd Station.

craft, VX-6 performs a variety of functions, some
with the assistance of other aviation organizations.
In general, the Super Constellations will carry
people between New Zealand and Antarctica, while
the Hercules will transport cargo, but this division
is not exclusive.

Of first priority each year is the relief and re-
supply of inland stations, a mission carried out by
VX-6 alone. During Deep Freeze 68, it will require
the movement to six locations of 3,393 short tons of
cargo, most of which had been delivered to
McMurdo last season and stored over the winter.

In addition to the aircraft of VX-6 flying the
Christchurch-McMurdo route, two United States Air
Force C-130Es of the Military Airlift Command will
make three round trips in late October, and it is
expected that the Royal New Zealand Air Force will
make three C-1 30H flights with United States and
New Zealand cargo. Schedules call for the delivery of
305 tons of air cargo from New Zealand to Ant-
arctica prior to January 1, 1968, and of an estimated
200 tons during January and February. In all, 2,150
flight hours will be devoted to this purpose, including
90 by the U.S. Air Force and 60 by the New Zea-
landers. Not included in these figures are two Deep
Freeze 68 winter flights to McMurdo Station, the
first of which has already taken place (on September
2, to bring out a group of winter-project scientists).3
The second, scheduled for June 1968, will take a
second group of scientific personnel to Antarctica at
a time when they are free of academic obligations.

Aerial Photography

In addition to its support role, VX-6 participates
directly in the scientific program by obtaining aerial

The first scheduled winter flight to Antarctica was com-
pleted on June 18, 1967. Although both flights were made
during the 1967 austral winter, the precedent-setting June
flight is considered to be part of Deep Freeze 67. An account
of the June flight is given in this issue.
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photography for mapping purposes. This year, the
squadron's photo-configured LC-130F will obtain
photography of the Antarctic Peninsula, the western
part of Alexander Island, the Weddell Sea ice
shelves, and Coats Land. Also, upon examination of
last year's photographic coverage, it was found that
certain fill lines would have to be flown in the
southern part of the Antarctic Peninsula. The Edith
Ronne Ice Shelf, the Filchner Ice Shelf, and inter-
vening Berkner Island, as well as the mountainous
areas of Coats Land, are the photomapping objec-
tives in the Weddell Sea area. Because of the dis-
tance from the main base at McMurdo Sound,
many of these flights will stage through Byrd Station.
A small Navy meteorological team will be placed in
the field to report on weather in the project area, and
a representative of the U.S. Geological Survey, which
makes the maps, will be aboard the aircraft to pro-
vide expert advice.

To plan next year's leg of the South Pole-Queen
Maud Land traverse, reconnaissance photography
will be taken of the mountain ranges along the west-
ern Princess Martha Coast. Field study of the
Shackleton Range is also planned for next summer,
and the geologists have requested oblique color pho-
tography for making preliminary interpretations. A
lesser project is photographing the Adélie and em-
peror penguin rookeries at Cape Crozier. This may
be done from helicopters with hand-held cameras. In
all, about 500 flying hours will be required of the
Hercules and 10 by the helicopters to complete the
aerial photography program.

Other forms of direct scientific support will also
be furnished by aircraft. The Hercules are expected
to spend about 440 hours supporting 16 United
States scientific projects and another 50 assisting the
New Zealand Antarctic Research Program. A flight
will also be made to the Soviet station Vostok, at
the Geomagnetic Pole, to enable U.S. scientists to
service their equipment, which is operated by Soviet
scientists for several U.S. institutions. During Janu-
ary, Navy and USARP personnel may fly to the
base of the Antarctic Peninsula to inspect the con-
dition of Eights Station, which was closed down in
November 1965.

Aerial Support to Field Parties

Of the 64 scientific projects in the U.S. Antarctic
Research Program, 1967-1968, 38 require direct
support by Task Force 43, and all but one of those
38 involve aerial support.'

The most ambitious aerially supported project is
the continuation of the survey begun last year along
the Marie Byrd Land coast. There, five scientific
projects employing 13 scientists will be carried on in
the fields of biology, geology, paleomagnetism, to-
pography, and volcanism. For support purposes,
there will be three enlisted men of Antarctic Support
Activities (two mess cooks and an aerographer),
and the Army Aviation Detachment (Antarctica Sup-
port) with its three UH—ID turbine-powered heli-
copters and 13 officers and men. It is planned that
the survey will occupy, in sequence, five temporary
camps; these will be in the Ames Range, in the
Executive Committee Range, at Toney Mountain,
in the Hudson Mountains, and on Thurston Island.
The Army helicopters will provide local transpor-
tation, lifting the investigators to places that they
wish to study. When the scientists have finished
their work in one area, they will be transported to
the next site, where a new camp will already have
been set up by Navy personnel flown out from Mc-
Murdo Station. Although the exact amount of aerial
effort expended on this field program will depend
upon the conditions encountered and whether all of
the planned camps can be occupied, it is estimated
at 230 hours of Hercules and 450 hours of Army-
helicopter time.

After a year during which traverse vehicles were
repaired and rehabilitated, the South Pole-Queen
Maud Land Traverse was resumed at Plateau Station
about December 1. The traverse party planned to
proceed northwest to 74'18'S. 0°42'E., which was
the terminus of the Norwegian-British-Swedish seis-
mic survey of 1951. There it will turn south, travel-
ling to 79°S. 10°W., where the journey will end for

' The exception will be icebreaker-supported. These figures
are exclusive of the international expedition to the Weddell
Sea.

(U.S. Navy Photo)
As they did last season (above), Army UH-1 helicopters will support survey of Marie Byrd Land coast.
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this season. Because the route runs through hitherto
unexplored territory, one or more reconnaissance
flights will be made along the proposed track, and
perhaps 300 flight-line miles of photography taken.
The traverse team of eight scientists and two traverse
engineers, which will be engaged in four scientific
projects in the fields of glaciology, geophysics, and
magnetism, will be resupplied by airdrop on three
occasions. At the end of the season, the party will
be picked up and flown back to McMurdo, leaving
the vehicles in the field for resumption of the journey
during the 1968-1969 season. This aerial support
will be furnished by Hercules aircraft staging through
South Pole Station.

Four other parties will be flown from McMurdo
to remote locations in the field, three of the groups
to conduct geological studies. A six-man team from
Ohio State University will be active in the Moore
Mountains and at Otway Massif. In the vicinity of
Darwin Glacier and in the Nilsen Mountains, a party
from the University of California at Los Angeles will
continue a study of tillites. Also operating in Marie
Byrd Land, but independently of the coastal survey,
will be three geologists from Texas Technological
College. They will make detailed studies of the
Fosdick Mountains. The fourth of these remote field
parties, composed of glaciologists from the University
of Wisconsin, will resume a study commenced some
years ago of the ice cap on Roosevelt Island.

Summer projects will also be carried out at Byrd,
Plateau, and Hallett Stations. Two projects operating
out of Byrd Station will probably be resupplied by
air, but these flights can be combined with regular
supply flights to the station. Otherwise, support will
be limited to the transportation of men and supplies
from McMurdo Station.

Helicopter Support Near Stations

Twenty-seven of the research projects planned
for this summer will be conducted in the vicinity of
McMurdo Station. This concentration results from
the existence in the area of a wide variety of biologi-
cal habitats and geological formations, the availa-
bility at the station of well-equipped biological and
earth-sciences laboratories, and the fact that field
sites are readily accessible either by surface vehicle
or by helicopter.

Sixteen of the 27 projects will receive helicopter
support. This task will be performed largely by the
LH-34s of VX-6. Each icebreaker, however, has two
Navy helicopters aboard, and when the ships are in
the McMurdo area, they may be called upon to
assist. They also support scientific projects when at
Hallett and Palmer Stations; at Palmer, helicopters
and small boats will furnish support to three bio-

logical projects. About 770 hours of helicopter time
will be expended in these activities.

One project, a study of the comparative anatomy
of antarctic seals, will be carried out aboard an
icebreaker. The ship's crew will assist the investi-
gator in catching and embalming seals for shipment
to the United States aboard Wyandot.

Airborne Sensing

In projecting future trends for scientific investi-
gation, the National Science Foundation has indi-
cated the desirability of using airborne sensing equip-
ment in Antarctica and has suggested the creation of
a flying laboratory at a future date. This season,
two feasibility studies will be conducted with a
specially equipped Super Constellation of VX-6. One
study involves radio measurements of ice thickness
by scientists from the Scott Polar Research Institute
of Cambridge, England. In the second study, the
University of Michigan will use infrared sensors to
survey land, ice, and snow surfaces in the McMurdo
area. To obtain correlative data, the Michigan party
will also conduct a limited number of ground studies,
for which helicopter support will be provided.

Construction

This season's major construction will be per-
formed by Naval Construction Battalion Unit 201
(NCBU 201) assigned from Construction Battalions,
Atlantic Fleet. Consisting of 4 officers and 200 men,
this unit will be augmented by a special construc-
tion team of 1 officer and 30 men from the U.S. Air
Force. (This will be the first time that the Air Force
has participated in this aspect of antarctic opera-
tions.) With the prospect of over 100 more con-
struction personnel than were available last year, it
has been possible to plan an ambitious program.

A platoon of 1 officer and 35 Seabees will be
detailed from NCBU 201 and sent aboard the ice-
breaker Southwind to Anvers Island, where it will
continue work on Palmer Station's new facilities. The
construction of the biological laboratory will be
completed, including a distillation unit and a sewage
line, and a road network will be laid out. The pad
for another building will also be constructed.

At Byrd Station, where snow had piled up around
the entrance to the garage tunnel, the tunnel will be
rehabilitated and extended 500 feet with a gentle
slope rising to the surface. Three other projects at
Byrd are planned, including one to reduce fuel con-
sumption by installing a heat recovery system that
will use the formerly wasted heat from the generators
to warm several of the station's buildings.

At McMurdo, a number of important projects will
be undertaken as part of the continuing plan of im-
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provement. Two of the projects are intended to make
the production and distribution of fresh water more
reliable: the water-distribution and the sewage lines
will be fitted with an alarm system that will warn of
near-freezing temperatures in time for preventative
action to be taken, and a second Aqua-Chem desali-
nation unit will be installed for operation by the
Naval Nuclear Power Unit. The PM-3A power
plant itself will be the subject of a number of proj-
ects planned to increase its reliability. Twenty-one
technical and engineering support personnel will jour-
ney to McMurdo to assist the reactor crew in making
these improvements, and a five-man team from the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command will conduct
a safety inspection. Early in the season, the reactor
will be provided with its third core, which is of a
later design and has a rated life 40 percent longer
than the type previously used; this will offset the in-
creased rate of consumption expected to result from
more continuous operation of the reactor. Another
project on Observation Hill involves lowering the
primary power lines which run from the reactor
down to the main station area, thus lessening a
hazard to helicopter operations.

The service section of McMurdo's new personnel
building (containing galley, mechanical, and laundry
facilities) will be finished, and the shell for the bil-
leting wing will be erected. For the use of Air De-
velopment Squadron Six, a building providing shop
and office areas will be added, and a second, un-
heated warehouse will be erected. For the first time,
all of the squadron's work spaces will be in per-
manent structures, allowing unsightly temporary
buildings to be razed. Also programmed for con-
struction this summer is a new road from the pass
above McMurdo Station to the vicinity of Scott
Base; this will provide a less precipitous route to
both the New Zealand station and Williams Field.
Paralleling the road will be a new fuel pipeline,
from the end of which it will be possible to transfer
fuel to Williams Field in hoses laid over the perma-
nent ice shelf, thus eliminating the danger of losing
expensive hose in the breakup of the annual sea ice.
An equipment and outfitting cehter for the use of
the scientists will be constructed also.

A long-term project to rehabilitate Elliott Quay
will be initiated this summer. Established during
Deep Freeze 64, Elliott Quay greatly increased the
safety and efficiency of cargo handling; instead of un-
loading supplies and materials onto the ice of Mc-
Murdo Sound and hauling them to the station by
tractor train—always a risky and time-consuming
procedure—it became possible to transfer them di-
rectly from ship to shore and transport them to

The VX-6 warehouse constructed last season is heated.

,vow fRJ

(U.S. Navy Photo)

This year's construction plan includes installation of experi-
mental sheathing on Elliott Quay to prevent further ero-

sion of the ice.

storage areas by truck. But the Quay, which is basic-
ally an icefoot covered with dirt, has shown a tend-
ency to erode badly with use. The plan is to preserve
the Quay by installing, over a three-year period, a
protective pier face supported by pilings anchored
in the permanent ice. The first increment, which is
experimental in nature, is expected to be completed
this season.

No major construction is scheduled for this season
at either Plateau or Hallett Stations, but three of
Hallett's buildings, which were used when the station
was operated through the winter, will be razed in
preparation for future replacement by smaller, per-
manent structures.

International Weddell Sea Expedition

The International Weddell Sea Expedition is to
be conducted in the latter part of the season in co-
operation with Argentina and Norway. This oceano-
graphic expedition is of considerable significance be-
cause it will investigate what is believed to be the
source of much of the cold bottom water which
flows northward from Antarctica. The Weddell
Sea's large concentration of ice, which is apparently
responsible for the chilly flow, has thwarted previous
efforts to obtain oceanographic data there.

The United States will contribute the icebreaker
Glacier to the expedition. Glacier is equipped with
a satellite-navigation system and has satellite-com-
munications equipment with which it can receive
photographs from polar-orbiting satellites. 6 The
satellite ice-reconnaissance photography should be
of great value in choosing a route through the study
area; shipborne helicopters will also be used to
determine ice conditions.

Glacier will depart Port Lyttelton about January

Antarctic Journal, vol. II, no. 5, p. 216-220.
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12 for Punta Arenas, Chile, where she will stop
briefly to pick up passengers and take on fuel. The
ship will then proceed to the Weddell Sea, where,
from February 4 to March 15, an oceanographic
program will be conducted in cooperation with the
Argentine icebreaker General San Martin. Another
Argentine ship , will operate outside the pack ice, and
Norway will provide automatic-recording oceano-
graphic buoys that will be left in the Weddell Sea
over the winter. In addition to studying water char-

(U.S. Navy Photo)

Before joining Weddell Sea expedition, Glacier will help cut
channel into Winter Quarters Bay.

The antarctic transport Bahia Aguirre.

acteristics, the expedition will obtain bottom sedi-
ments and biological specimens.

Other Icebreaker Operations

Glacier can be spared for the Weddell Sea Ex-
pedition late in the season because by that time the
icebreakers will have accomplished their primary
duty of cutting a channel through the fast ice of
McMurdo Sound to Winter Quarters Bay. They will
begin work on the channel on November 28 and
should finish by about December 20 or, at least, by
the arrival of the first supply ship, the tanker Alatna,
on December 28. After that date, one of the two
Wind-class icebreakers assigned to the Ross Sea,
either Burton Island or Westwind, will be available
to escort supply ships in and out of McMurdo
Sound. Glacier will return to New Zealand about
December 30, before proceeding to Punta Arenas
and the Weddell Sea. From February 24 to March
1, Burton Island will conduct an ice-prediction pro-
gram in the Ross Sea for the Naval Oceanographic
Office.

As is customary, all ships and aircraft in the Ross
Sea area will either have left or be on their way out
by March 1, and Southwind, which will operate off
the Antarctic Peninsula, will depart Palmer Station
for the last time on March 21. USCGC Glacier, on
her way back from the Weddell Sea, will stop briefly
at Palmer on March 20 to pick up some summer
personnel to return them home. Except for Mc-
Murdo, to which an aircraft will fly in June and
again in August, the stations will remain isolated
until the return of spring.

The Antarctic Scene:
Heritage Range,
Ellsworth Mountains.
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(U.S. Navy Photo for U.S. Geological Survey)
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U.S. Antarctic Research Program, 1967-1968

U. S. research in Antarctica is conducted under
the auspices of the National Science Foundation
through grants, contracts, and transfers of funds to
universities, private institutions, and government
agencies. Listed below are the grants and contracts
awarded for the U.S. Antarctic Research Program,
1967-1968, grouped by summer field projects, year-
round field projects, and Eltanin and stateside proj-
ects. Within each group, the projects are arranged
by major discipline. The individual projects are iden-
tified in the following order. sponsoring institution,
title of project, and principal investigator(s).

Summer Field Projects

Biology
Bernice P. Bishop Museum

Terrestrial Arthropods, Particularly Prostiginatic Mites
(Acarina). Russell W. Strandtmann.

University of California (Davis)
Comparative Biochemistry of Proteins. Robert E. Feeney.

University of California (San Diego)
Cardiovascular Adjustments to Diving Asph yxia. Robert
W. Eisner.
Ph ysiological Adaptation of Polar Animals. Edvard A.
Hemmingsen.

(NSF Photo)

Colorado State University
Ecology of Soil Microorganisms in the Antarctic Penin-
sula. William L. Boyd.

University of Connecticut
Zonation of the Weddell Sea Benthos. John S. Rankin, Jr.

Florida State University
Systematics, Distribution, and Origin of Antarctic Deep-
Sea Isopods. Robert J. Menzies.

Harvard University
Anatomical Investigations of the Lohodontinae. Barbara
Lawrence.

Iowa State University
Composition ciiicl Physiology of Pvcii ogon hi Blood,
James R. Redmond.
Early Embryology of the Adélie Penguin. John R. Baker.
Ecology of Nonparasitic Antarctic Mites. Ellis A. Hicks.

Johns Hopkins University
Anta rctic A sian Population Studies. William J. L. Sladen.

University of Miami
Microalgae and Protozoa of the Antarctic Pack ice. John
S. Bunt.

Michigan State University
Lichens and Bryophytes of the Falkland islands. Henry A.
Imshaug.

Ohio State University
Botanical Survey of the Marie Byrd Land Coast. Derry D.
Koob.
Physiological Studies of Antarctic Mosses. James R.
Rastorfer.

Oregon State University
Pycnogonida of the Antarctic Regions. Joel W. Hedgpeth.

University of South Dakota
Ecology of Free-Living and Parasitic Protozoa. Raymond
D. Dillon.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Identification and Physiology of Antarctic Microorga-
nisms. Robert E. Benoit.

University of Washington
Effects of Seal and Fish Predation on Certain Benthic
Communities. Robert T. Paine.

University of Wisconsin
Development of Parent-Chick individual Recognition in
the Adélie Penguin. John T. Emlen.

Cartography
U.S. Geological Survey

Antarctic Mapping Operations, 1968. Arthur A. Baker.

Geology
American Geographical Society

Glacial Chronology in the McMurdo Sound Region.'
George H. Denton.

University of California (Los Angeles and Santa Barbara)
A Study of Penn ocarhon iferous Paleogeography of Ant-
arctica and Adjacent Lands, with Reference to Continental
Drift. John C. Crowell and Lawrence A. Frakes.

University of Maine
Origin and Age of the Man'son Tillite of West Antarctica.'
Harold W. Borns, Jr. and Bradford A. Hall.

Ohio State University
Geologic Study of the Central Transantarctic Mountains.
Peter J. Barrett.
Pedological Study in the Wright Valley. Kaye R. Everett.
Study of Volcanic Rocks of Ross Island. Samuel B.
Treves.

Texas Technological College
Detailed investigations of the Basement Complex and
Structures in the Fosdick Mountains and the Mt. Gray
Area, Marie B yrd Land. F. Alton Wade.
The Geology of Marie Byrd Land. F. Alton Wade.

University of Wisconsin
Patterned Ground Studies. Robert F. Black.

University of Wyoming
Geological and Geophysical Studies in Southern Victoria
Land. Robert S. Houston and Scott B. Smithson.

Yale University
Glacial Chronology in the McMurdo Sound Region.'
Richard L. Armstrong.

Geophysics
Environmental Science Services Administration. Coast and
Geodetic Survey

USARP Field Magnetic Surveys, 1967-1968. James C.
Tison, Jr.

University of Michigan
Aerial Infrared Survey in Antarctica. Dana C. Parker
and George J. Zissis.

1 Cooperative program between the American Geographical Society
and Yale University.

2 Field work planned for 1968-1969 season.
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Ohio State University
Geophysical and Glaciological Studies Along the Byrd
Station Strain Net. Gilbert Dewart.

Washington University (St. Louis)
Paleomagnetic investigations in the Area of the Marie
Byrd Land Helicopter Traverse, 1967-1968. H. LeRoy
Scharon.

University of Wisconsin
Oversnow Traverses in Queen Maud Land. Charles R.
Bentley.

Glaciology

(U.S.Navy P/z,iu)

Ohio State University
Glaciological Work on Queen Maud Land Traverse iii.
Arthur S. Rundle.

U.S. Army Cold Regions Research & Engineering
Laboratory

Analyses of ice Cores from the Deep Drill Hole at Byrd
Station. Anthony J. Gow.
Deep Core Drilling in ice Project, Byrd Station. B. Lyle
Hansen.

University of Wisconsin
Investigation of the Roosevelt island ice Cap. Charles R.
Bentley.

Meteorology
Environmental Science Services Administration. Institutes
for Environmental Research

Exchange Meteorologist with the Japanese Research Ex-
pedition. William S. Weyant and Herbert Viebrock.

Oceanography
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Formation of Antarctic Bottom Waters. Henry A. Stom-
me!.

Upper Atmosphere Physics
University of Denver

Investigation of Solar-Terrestrial Phenomena Using
Balloon-Borne instrumentation at High Magnetic Lati-
tudes. James R. Barcus.

Year-Round Field Projects

Biology
Clark University

Photosynthesis and Respiration of Antarctic Lichens.
Vernon Ahmadjian and T. P. Gannutz.

University of Oklahoma
Quantitative Psychophysiological Sleep Pattern Study
Under Polar Conditions. Jay T. Shurley and Chester M.
Pierce.

Geophysics
University of California (Los Angeles)

Measurements of the Fortnightly Earth Tide and of the
Earth's Free Oscillations at the South Pole. Louis B.
Slichter.

Environmental Science Services Administration. Coast and
Geodetic Survey

USARP Seismological Observatories, 1967-1968. James C.
Tison, Jr.

Stanford Research Institute
Investigation of PKP Seismic Waves at Byrd Station.
Warren H. Westphal.

Washington University (St. Louis)
Rock Magnetic Studies in the Vicinity of the U.S.S.R.
Bases Molodezhnaya and Novolazarevskaya. H. LeRoy
Scharon.

Glaciology
Ohio State University

Glaciological and Meteorological Study of Anvers island.
Rudolf A. Honkala.
Natural Particulate Fallout by Air Sampling. Wayne L.
Hamilton.

Meteorology
Environmental Science Services Administration. Institutes
of Environmental Research

A Detailed Study of the First Three Kilometers of the
Atmosphere Above the High Antarctic Plateau. William
S. Weyant.

Environmental Science Services Administration. Weather
Bureau

Meteorological Program in Antarctica. George S. Benton
and Vaughn D. Rockney.

University of Melbourne (Australia)
Study of the Heat and Mass Budget of the High Central
Plain in East Antarctica. Uwe Radok and Peter Schwerdt-
feger.

U.S. Army Natick Laboratories
Radiation Climatology in East Antarctica. Paul C. Dal-
rymple and Leander A. Stroschein.

University of Wisconsin
Evaluation (at the international Antarctic Meteorological
Research Center, Melbourne, Australia) of a Satellite
Microwave Refraction Technique for Remote Probing of
the Atmosphere. Douglas H. Sargeant.

Upper Atmosphere Physics
University of Alaska

Study of Midday Aurora at South Pole Station. Syun-Ichi
Akasofu.

Bartol Research Foundation of the Franklin Institute
Cosmic-Ray intensity Variations. Martin A. Pomerantz.
Ionospheric Forward-Scatter Program. Martin A. Pom-
erantz.

Dartmouth College
Very-Low-Frequency Observations at Vostok and Thule.
Leif Owren.

Douglas Aircraft Co.
Geophysical Observatory Program at Conjugate Points.
A. J. Masley.

Environmental Science Services Administration. Coast and
Geodetic Survey

USARP Magnetic Observatories, 1967-1968. James C.
Tison. Jr. and James V. Hastings.

Environmental Science Services Administration. Institute for
Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy

Antarctic Riometer Program. George C. Reid.
Studies of Transient ionospheric Phenomena. Kenneth
Davies.
Twilight and Polar-Glow Spectrophotometry. M. Gadsden.
Ultra-Low-Frequency Studies. Wallace H. Campbell.
Very-Low-Frequency Propagation Studies in East Antarc-
tica. J. H. Crary.

Stanford University
Magnetospheric Studies Based on Ground and Satellite
Very-Low-Frequency Data Acquired in Antarctica. Robert
A. Helliwell.

University of Washington
Extremely-Low and Very-Low-Frequency Studies. Donald
K. Reynolds and H. Myron Swarm.
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Eltanin and Stateside Projects

Biology
DePaul University

Utilization of Carbon Compounds by Pelagic Crustacea.
Mary A. McWhinnie.

Florida State University
Taxonomic Studies on Dicyemid Mesozoans from the
Antarctic. Robert B. Short.

University of Miami
Distribution of Antarctic Marine Fungi. Jack W. Fell.
Phytoplankton Distribution in the Antarctic. E. J. Fer-
guson Wood.

New York Zoological Society
Behavioral and Physiological Bases of Sun Orientation in
the Adélie Penguin. Richard L. Penney.

Ohio State University
Effects of Nutritional Factors on the Distribution of
Antarctic Lichens and Terrestrial Algae. Emanuel D.
Rudolph.

Old Dominion College
Benthic Algal Vegetation of the Ross Sea. Jacques S.
Zaneveld.

University of Oregon
Thermal-Metabolic Relationships of Stenothermal Fishes.
Robert W. Morris.

Smithsonian Institution
Cooperative Systematics Studies in Antarctic Biology.
I. E. Wallen.

Texas A&M University
Lipid Composition of Antarctic Marine Organisms and
Sea Water. Lela M. Jeffrey and Nestor R. Bottino.
Biological Productivit y investigations of the Waters Sur-
rounding Antarctica. Sayed Z. El-Sayed.

University of Southern California
Patterns of Vertical and Horizontal Distribution of the
Pelagic and Benthic Fauna in Antarctic Seas. Jay M.
Savage.

University of Victoria (Canada)
Ecological investigations of McMurdo Sound Zooplank-
ton. Jack L. Littlepage.

University of Washington
Lichens and Weathering in Antarctica. Fiorenzo C.
Ugolini.

Glaciology
University of Bern (Switzerland)

Deep Borehole Carbon Dating Project, Byrd Station. Hans
Oeschger.

Ohio State University
Glaciological Studies at Plateau Station. Roy M. Koerner.

Princeton University
Testing Antarctic ice Surges. Sheldon Judson.

Smithsonian Institution
Measurement of Ni 9 , M11 53 , Be10, and Si32 in the Green-
land ice Sheet. Edward L. Fireman.

U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory

Analysis of the Camp Century, Greenland, Deep ice
Cores and Sub-ice Material. Chester C. Langway, Jr.

Marine Geology and Geophysics
Columbia University. Lamont Geological Observatory

Geophysical Studies and Physical Oceanography from
Eltanin. Maurice Ewing and Dennis E. Hayes.
Stratigraphic and Ecological Significance of Radiolaria
and Diatoms in Antarctic Cores. Maurice Ewing and
James D. Hays.

Florida State University
A Study of the Magnetic Properties of Submarine Sedi-
ments and igneous Rocks from the Southern Oceans.
Norman D. Watkins and H. Grant Goodell.

Geochronology of Eltanin Cores from the Southern
Oceans. H. Grant Goode!! and J. K. Osmond.
The Marine Geology of the Southern Oceans. H. Grant
Goodell.

San Francisco State College
Stratigraphy and Paleoecology of Fossil Silicoflagellates
from Antarctic Deep-Sea Cores. York T. Mandra.

University of Washington
Study of Deep-Sea Sediments and Submarine Volcanics
in the Subantarctic Region. Y. R. Nayudu.

Meteorology
Environmental Science Services Administration. Weather
Bureau

Atmospheric-Ocean ic-G laciologic interactions in the Ant-
arctic. William S. Weyant.
Meteorological Program Aboard the USNS Eltanin.
George S. Benton and Vaughn D. Rockney.

Stanford Research Institute
Assessment of Antarctic Atmospheric Transports from
Photographs of Satellite-Viewed Cloud Cover. Paul A.
Davis and S. M. Serebreny.

Oceanography

V's 	/'IU)tfl)

University of California (San Diego)
Participation in Eltanin Cruises 28 and 29. Joseph L.
Reid, Jr.

Columbia University. Lamont Geological Observatory
Reduction and interpretation of Oceanographic and Geo-
physical Data from Eltanin. Maurice Ewing and Dennis E.
Hayes.

University of Hawaii
Participation in Eltanin Cruises 28 and 29. Edward D.
Stroup.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Physical Oceanography on Eltanin Cruises 28 and 29.
Henry M. Stommel.

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Participation in Eltanin Cruises 28 and 29. Bruce A.
Warren.

Support Services
Alpine Geophysical Associates, Inc.

Support Services Aboard USNS Eltanin. Walter Smolen.
American Geographical Society

Antarctic Map Folio Series. Shannon McCune.
American Geophysical Union

Translation of the information Bulletin of the Soviet
Antarctic Expedition. Waldo E. Smith.

Arctic Institute of North America
Related Scientific Support of the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program. Robert C. Faylor.

Department of the Interior. Office of Geography
Provision of Standard Geographic Nomenclature in Ant-
arctica for United States Use. Meredith F. Burrill.
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Library of Congress
Abstracting and Indexing Service for Current Antarctic
Literature. Geza Thuronyi.
Antarctic Bibliography, 1951-1961. Geza Thuronyi.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Support of Graduate Studies. Gene Simmons.

National Academy of Sciences
Support of the Committee on Polar Research. Louis
DeG oes.

North Star Research and Development Institute
Operation and Maintenance of Laboratory Facilities in
Antarctica. Harold A. Nash.

Ohio State University
Studies in Polar Glaciology. Cohn Bull.

University of Wisconsin
Management and Operation of a Vehicle Maintenance
Facility in Antarctica. Jack B. Long.

Smithsonian Institution
Recording of Data on Specimens Collected Under the
U.S. Antarctic Research Program. Betty J. Landrum.
Sorting of Collections from the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program. H. A. Fehlmann.

Terrestrial Geology & Geophysics

George Washington University
The Genesis of Syngenite and Thenardite from Southern
Victoria Land. Frederic R. Siegel.

University of Kansas
Studies in Glacial Geology. Wakefield Dort, Jr.

Ohio State University
Geochronology of the Transantarctic Mountains. Gur
Faure.

Texas Technological College
Chemical Differentiation of Ferrar Dolerite and K
patrick Basalt from the Queen Maud Range. F. Al
Wade.

U.S. Geological Survey
Study of Antarctic Paleohotany and Palynology. James
Schopf.
Reconnaissance Geology and Mapping in the Pensac
Mountains. Harold L. James.

Wichita State University
Study of Antarctic Fossil Conchostracans. Paul Tasch.

University of Wisconsin
Analysis of Antarctic Geologic Materials. Campi
Craddock.
Analysis of Antarctic Geophysical Data. Charles
Bentley.

Upper Atmosphere Physics
AVCO Corporation

Geophysical Investigations of the Antarctic. Samuel
Coroniti.

University of Alaska
Analysis of Aurora! Data Obtained During Conjugate
Aircraft Flights. Albert E. Belon and Keith B. Mather.

Stanford University
A Systems Design Study for an Antarctic Unmanned
Geophysical Observatory. Robert A. Helliwell and B. B.
Lusignan.
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First Operations of the

Season*

The season started on schedule when, on October
I, two Hercules LC-130F aircraft of Air Develop-
ment Squadron Six (VX-6) arrived at Williams Field,
McMurdo Sound. On board the first aircraft were
Rear Admiral J. Lloyd Abbot, Jr., commander of
the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica; Captain
Hugh A. Kelley, commander of Antarctic Support
Activities;. Commander Fred Schneider, Command-
ing Officer, VX-6; and Mr. Jerry W. Huffman,
United States Antarctic Research Program Repre-
sentative. Two prominent New Zealanders also made
the trip: Mr. R. B. Thomson, superintendent of the
Antarctic Division of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, and Mr. W. J. Webb, the
new scientific leader of Scott Base. Weather informa-
tion along the flight route was provided by the radar
picket ship Calcaterra, which had arrived on ocean
station on September 30. Two other summer-season
weather facilities were quickly put into operation:

No events after October 26, 1967, are included in this
summary.

Hallett Station was reactivated on October 3, when a
Hercules landed on the sea ice of Moubray Bay, and
two days later, Brockton, the weather station on the
Ross Ice Shelf, was opened.

Flights to the inland stations—Byrd, South Pole,
and Plateau—usually must await better weather in
the second half of October or early November. The
initial flight to Byrd Station was made on October 19.
After three days of familiarization, Lt. (jg.) J. R.
Clark, CEC, USN, relieved Lt. E. M. Cranton, MC,
USN, as the station's officer-in-charge. The opening
flight to South Pole Station is not scheduled to occur
until the beginning of November, while Plateau
expects its first flight about November 15.

Operations in October involve a massive airlift. A
principal effort goes into moving personnel for both
the scientific and support programs southward to
McMurdo, and at the same time returning to New
Zealand and the United States those who have win-
tered over. Some delays occurred this season because
of bad flying conditions and because one aircraft was
down for repairs. By the end of October, however,
operations were back on schedule. On the 21st of the
month, the last date for which figures are available,
the population of the U.S. stations in Antarctica had
risen to 837. Of this total, 57 were wintering-over
personnel still awaiting redeployment.
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(U.S. Navy Photo)

Aerial support of scientific programs in the
McMurdo Sound area had begun even before the
arrival of Admiral Abbot. The helicopters of VX-6
were taken out of winter storage early in September
and made available to support local activities before
the formal opening of the season. As scientists
arrived during October, the tempo of operations
picked up.

Placing scientific parties on the high plateau must
wait until later in the season, but a beginning could
be made on field work at lower altitudes, such as
Roosevelt Island and the Marie Byrd Land coast. On
October 21, a reconnaissance flight was made to
select a landing site for the survey. A location

..
-	.

(U.S. Navy Photo)

The VX-6 winter detachment provided helicopter support
before officiol start of season and (above) for it-inter fly-ins.

selected for the first camp was approved by the chief
scientist of the project, Dr. F. Alton Wade, and a
trial full-stop landing was made. Some delays in
erecting the camp were encountered because of unfa-
vorable weather and faulty communications equip-
ment. The first of the Army Iroquois UH-ID
helicopters that were to support the scientists in the
field arrived at Williams Field on October 26 aboard
a VX-6 Hercules. Only a few days of good weather
were needed to place the survey at its initial camp-
site.

By the same date, a suitable landing area and site
for the camp of the Roosevelt Island party had been
selected.

Beginning with the International Geophysical
Year, New Zealand and the United States have coop-
erated closely in the Antarctic: U.S. aircraft have
flown New Zealand personnel to McMurdo Sound
and supported them in the field, and New Zealand
ships have served on ocean station and carried U.S.
fuels and cargo. This year, space was made available
for United States cargo on three flights by New

Zealand C-13 OH  Hercules aircraft, the first of which
arrived at Williams Field on October 11. The third
flight had, in addition to the delivery of cargo, the
mission of air-dropping building materials and sup-
plies for the construction of a small New Zealand
scientific station in Wright Valley. Helicopters of
VX-6 supported this project by carrying personnel
and equipment to the station area. Upon completion
of the mission on October 17, the New Zealand Her-
cules departed for Christchurch. A few days later, on
October 20, a New Zealand mountain-climbing party
led by Sir Edmund Hillary, the conqueror of Mount
Everest, was transported from McMurdo to Hallett
Station in a Hercules of VX-6.

Sir Edmund Hillary ti-it/i Mount Herschel in background.

To supplement its own resources at the height of
the airlift from New Zealand to the Antarctic, the
Navy has customarily called upon the Air Force's
Military Airlift Command (MAC). This season, a
limited amount of such assistance is planned, and on
October 26, two MAC C-130E Hercules landed at
Williams Field.

Following the concentration in October on moving
personnel and cargo to McMurdo, emphasis tends to
shift toward relieving and resupplying the inland sta-
tions and placing scientific parties at remote field
locations. At Byrd Station, however, it was possible
to begin both the relief of personnel and the delivery
of supplies during the last third of October. A start
was also made toward getting the Marie Byrd Land
and Roosevelt Island parties under way, and on
October 23, a scientist was taken on a reconnaissance
flight to the Fosdick Mountains.

As October drew toward a close, it was safe to
predict that summer operations would be in full
swing by early November.
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Geochemical Investigations
of Snow and Firn Samples

From East Antarctica
E. E. PICCIOTTO

Service de Géologie et Géochimie Nucléaires
Université Libre de Bruxelles

In the course of the first two legs of the South
Pole—Queen Maud Land Traverse (summer seasons
1964-1965 and 19651966)* more than one ton of
ice and firn samples was collected at 65 glaciological
stations and shipped in the frozen state to the Free
University of Brussels for geochemical analysis.
Although much more work remains to be done before
this program is completed, it is possible, on the basis
of the data obtained so far, to sketch a preliminary,
but encouraging, picture of the major results. Selected
examples are reported here and in a paper prepared
for publication elsewhere (Picciotto et al, submitted).

The last two issues of the Antarctic Journal
contained collections of reports of field and state-
side activities in the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program, 1966-1967. In the current issue, reports
are presented of a group of activities that involve
international cooperation. Observations and re-
suits of research conducted by U.S. scientists at
foreign stations are described, as are studies made
by foreign scientists working with the U.S. Ant-
arctic Research Program. Similar reports in pre-
vious issues of this volume of the Antarctic
Journal appear on p. 45-46, 64-67, and 78-80.

Scientists who wish to conduct research at the
antarctic stations of foreign nations should com-
municate with the Office of Antarctic Programs,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
20550.

Variations of Stable-Isotope Ratios

Snow precipitation displays relatively large varia-
tions in the abundance ratio of the stable isotopes of
hydrogen and oxygen. The D/H and 0 18 /016 ratios
are inverse functions, amongst other factors, of the
temperature at which snow and rain condense (Dans-
gaard, 1964).

Two main effects of this dependence are of interest
to glaciologists:

(1) At a given location, the snow precipitated in
winter displays lower D/H and 0181016 ratios than
the snow precipitated in summer (Fig. 1). In areas
where dry-snow facies occur, the seasonal periodicity
in the firn sequence is generally reflected by alternat-
ing high and low stable-isotope ratios, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. So far, accumulation rates derived from
stable-isotope variations have been found to be fairly
reliable in most parts of Antarctica (Epstein et al,
1965) as well as in Greenland. However, we found
that this method is no longer applicable in the central
part of the plateau of East Antarctica; because snow-
accumulation rates are very low there, the probability
is high that the precipitation of some years will be
missing from the firn sequence (Fig. 3).

* Antarctic Journal of the United States, vol. 1, no. 1,
14-15, and no. 4, p. 129-130.

1961	 1965

Figure 1. Oxygen isotope ratios of precipitation collected at
South Pole Station in 1965, shown as a function of the date
of fail. The 0181016 ratios are expressed in the usual way
(in per mill relative deviation from Standard Mean Ocean
Water (SMOW)). The seasonal effect is clearly visible: All
precipitation between early November and late February
(summer) has 8 values above — 51 %o, while that from May
to October (winter) has 8 values below — 50 %o. The collec-
tion was made by L. Aldaz, South Pole Station scientific
leader, 1965. The isotope ratios were measured by S.
Deutsch.
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Figure 2. Oxygen isotope ratio variations with depth in the
firn at South Pole Station. The samples were collected in a
pit dug beside an accumulation stake erected in 1958 by
Weather Bureau personnel and read every year since then.
Each maximum in the 8 values corresponds to a summer
season, in agreement with the readings at the stake and with
the stratigraphy. An average accumulation rate of 6.5
g/cm2• yr is derived, in good agreement with direct surface
measurements. The strikingly high value for the 1957-1958
summer was found in several other pits dug in the same
area and corresponds to an unusually warm summer in the
weather records of the station (Picciotto et al, 1966). This
case provides a good example of the potentialities of stable-
isotope measurements for studying past climatic variations.

(2) If the seasonal variations are cancelled out by
considering average values over several years, the
average isotopic composition of the precipitation is
then correlated with such geographical factors as
latitude or altitude. Fig. 4, which is based partly on
unpublished data from the South Pole—Queen Maud
Land Traverse, provides a good example of such a
correlation at continental scale. The potential useful-
ness of this correlation in studies of deep-ice cores is
obvious. Incidentally, the average annual 014/01

ratio measured in firn obtained at the Pole of Inac-
cessibility (Fig. 4) is the lowest ever recorded, as was
to be expected for the Earth's coldest area.

Snow-Accumulation Rates

Estimating snow accumulation along the previ-
ously unexplored route of the traverse was a major
objective of this program. However, interpretations
of pit stratigraphy were very uncertain under the best
of circumstances and impossible under others on
account of the very low accumulation and the fre-
quent obliteration of the firn structures by intense
metamorphism.

Two geochemical methods based on the measure-
ment of low-level radioactivity were used to estimate
average accumulation rates, one for the last 10 years
and the other for the last 80 years. Highly sensitive
analytical procedures were developed to allow the
application of these methods to the small samples
obtainable with standard hand-drilling equipment.

Figure 3. Oxygen isotope variations with dept/i in the firmi
at the Pole of Inaccessibility (Picciotto et at, submitted).
Here, as in Fig. 2, the h values display periodic fluctuations.
The presumed summer maxima are marked "S." However,
if one assumes each maximum to correspond to one summer
season, the resulting accumulation rate would he 8.6 ± 0.9
g/cm2• yr, while the true rate estimated from reliable meth-
ods is 3 g1cm 2• yr. This large discrepancy is ascribed to the
fact that several seasons may not be represented in the firn
sequence oiling to the very low accumulation rate.
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Radioactive Horizon

It has been shown that the fallout of radioactive
debris from the Castle nuclear test series (March
1954) formed a reference horizon in the antarctic ice
sheet (Wilgain et al, 1965). The firn layer corre-
sponding approximately to January 1955 is easily
identifiable because of the sudden increase in gross
/3-activity, due mostly to fission products, which
occurs there. Fig. 5 shows selected examples of radio-
activity profiles obtained in localities where the 1955
horizon was positively identified. In Table 1, the
accumulation rate derived from such profiles is com-
pared with the rates inferred from pit studies. The
latter rates are systematically higher, showing that
the identification of annual layers based on strati-
graphic criteria is often misleading in this region.

Pb210 Method

Pb 210 , a natural /3-emitter with a 22-year half-life,
is produced in the atmosphere by the decay of Rn222
and is present in minute amounts in atmospheric
precipitation. To determine accumulations by ref-
erence to Pb 210 , one can apply the following equation,
which is easily derived from the law of radioactive
decay if it is assumed that no vertical migration of
Pb'-""takes place in the firn (Crozaz et a!, 1964):
in A,, = in A 0 - A.h/a, in which A 0 represents
the specific activity of Pb 21 ° of the snow at the
moment of deposition; h refers to the depth of Pb21°
from the surface, expressed in water equivalent; a is
the annual rate of water accumulation; and A is the
radioactive constant of Pb 211 . If both A 0 and a remain
constant in time, which is a reasonable assumption
considering average values over several years, a plot

4000 m Altitude

of log A, versus h should yield a straight line with a
slope that is inversely proportional to the accumula-
tion rate. Fig. 6 shows such plots for several antarctic
stations. The accumulation rates so derived are in

Table 1. Accumulation rates along the route of the South
Pole-Queen Maud Land Traverse 1.1

Accumulation in g/cm 2/yr. from
Station Traverse	F.P.2	Stratigraphy	Remarks

Max.	Mm.
0	0	6,5±0.5	6.5	7.5	South Pole

	

24	6.9±0.2	8.0	8.0
2	48	6.9±0.2	9.8	9.8
3	72	4.3 ±0.4	6.6	6.6
4	96	5.1±0.4	7.2	5.6
4a	110	5.9±0.4	11.2	11.2
5	125	(2,8)	7.2	4.8
5a	140	4.7±0.2	5.5	5.5
6	155	5.0±0.4	8.2	6.1
7	185	4.3±0.2	6.8	5.6	First turning
8	215	5.3±0.4	6.0	2.8	

point
9	245	4.24:0.2	6.4	5.6

10	275	5.7±0.2	?	?
11	305	2.9±1.0	?	?
12	338	5.0±0.4	8.0	6.4
13	370	4.2±0.2	8.9	8.1
14	395	5.1±0.2	7.2	6.0
15	415	6.0±0,2	11.4	7,1	Second turn-
16	445	(3.9)	5.4	4.3	

ing point
17	470	1.0±0.3	5.3	?
18	496	4.3±0.4	8.8	6.7
19	519	4.6±0.2	7.5	5.3
19a	536	6.0±1.0	 -
20	545	(4.6)	7.9	7.1
21	570	1.9±0.2	7.6	4.4
22	595	2.4±0.1	7.0	5.4
23	620	(6.8)	13.3	?
24	650	2.8±0.2
25	680	4.5±0.2	7.6	5.7
26	710	2.6±0.4	?	5.7
27	740	3.9±0.2	7.8	5.3
28	770	2.8±0.2	6.5	?
29	797	2.7±0.2	12	3	Pole of

Inaccessi-
bility

'Cf. Antarctic Journal of the United States, vol. I, no. 1, p. 14-15.
Values derived from the distribution of fission-product activity
(average, 1955-1965).
Values derived from the tentative counting of annual la yers in
2-rn-deep firn sections.
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good agreement with other estimates. These results
indicate that the several-year average value of the
accumulation has not varied by more than 10 percent
over the last 80 years.

Extraterrestrial Material in Antarctic Ice

That most of the extraterrestrial matter falling on
the Earth's surface consists of microscopic particles
with dimensions of the order of 10 to 102 cm
seems to have been well established. In all of the
attempts made to collect this material and estimate
its influx rate, the contamination from terrestrial
sources has been a formidable problem. Owing to the
remoteness of the central part of the plateau of East
Antarctica from sources of terrestrial contamination,
that region is one of the most favorable on Earth for
carrying out such studies.

The best criterion on which to establish an extra-
terrestrial origin for the particles is the presence of
radioisotopes induced by cosmic rays. It is extremely
difficult, however, to derive reliable influx rates from
radioisotope measurements; moreover, they require
the examination of amounts of ice of the order of
tens or hundreds of tons. Inasmuch as the collection
of ice in this quantity is impractical, we have, as a
firststep, attempted to estimate influx rates from
chemical measurements of much smaller samples.
The measurements were concentrated on pairs of
elements whose abundance ratios in the Earth's crust
are as different as possible from ratios in the average
solar material reaching the Earth. It is generally
admitted that the extraterrestrial material most suit-
able for this purpose is contained in the chondritic
meteorites.

For these measurements, extremely sensitive ana-
lytical methods had to be developed, the best of
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them being the neutron activation of ice samples kept
frozen until after irradiation. Several elements have
been measured in firn samples collected near South
Pole and Roi Baudouin Stations. It can be seen in
Tables 2 and 3 (Brocas and Picciotto, 1967) that the
chemical ratios measured in the South Pole firn are
much closer to those of chondrites than to those of
typical crustal rocks.

Assuming a chondritic origin for the nickel, the
influx rate of extraterrestrial matter over the entire
Earth's surface should be between 3 and 10 million
tons per year. Owing to the various uncertainties
involved, these numbers should be considered as
upper limits.

Table 2. Abundance of chemical elements (in 10- 11g/g) in
firn from Antarctica and other regions.

Sierra	Princess	Greenland	South
Element	Nevada	Ragnhild	ice sheet	Pole

(California)	Coast
Na	460	1,390	77
K	310	470	60	8
Mg	160	-	24	6
Ca	390	220	38	8
Cl	500	1,830	27	(10
Ni	-	 4.3	-	1.5

Dansgaard, W. 1964. Stable isotopes in precipitations. Tellus,
16: 436-468.

Epstein, S., R. P. Sharp, and I. Goddard. 1963. Oxygen
isotope ratios in antarctic snow, firn, and ice. Journal of
Geology, 71: 698-720.

Epstein, S., R. P. Sharp, and A. J. Gow. 1965. Six-year
record of oxygen and hydrogen isotope variation in South
Pole firn. Journal of Geophysical Research, 70: 1809—
18 14.

Gonfiantini, R., V. Togliatti, E. Tongiorgi, W. De Breuck,
and E. Picciotto. 1963. Geographical variations of
Oxygen-18/Oxygen-16 ratio in surface snow and ice from
Queen Maud Land, Antarctica. Nature, 197: 1096-1098.

Lorius, C. 1963. Le deutérium: Possihilités d'application aux
prohlènies de recherche concernant la neige, le névé et la
glace dans l'Antarctique. Paris, Institut Géographique
National. 102 p. (Comité National Français des Recher-
ches Antarctiques. Publication no. 8.)

Picciotto, E., R. Cameron, G. Crozaz, S. Deutsch, and
S. Wilgain. Determination of the rate of snow accumula-
tion at the Pole of Relative Inaccessibility, East Antarc-
tica: a comparison of glaciological and isotopic methods.
Submitted to Journal of Glaciology.

Picciotto, E., S. Deutsch, and L. Aldaz. 1966. The summer
1957-1958 at the South Pole: an example of an unusual
meteorological event recorded by the oxygen isotope
ratios in the firn. Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 1:
202-204.

Wilgain, S., E. Picciotto, and W. De Breuck. 1965. Strontium
90 fallout in Antarctica. Journal of Geophysical Research,
70: 6023-6032.

Table 3. Chemical ratios (by weight) in antarctic snow
samples, chondrites, and typical terrestrial rocks.

Substance	 Na*/Ni	K*/Ni	Ca*/Ni	Mg/Ni
Firn, 1961-1963,

Roi Baudouin Station	75	41	12	-
Firn, 1950-1953,

South Pole	 2	5	5	4
Chondrites	 0.5	0.07	1	11
Basalts	 185	93	500	290
Igneous rocks (average)	360	320	455	260

* The values obtained for Na, K, and Ca at Roi Baudouin Station
have been corrected for an oceanic contribution by assuming that
all Cl is of oceanic origin and that the other elements are present
in the same relative abundance as in ocean water.
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A Unique Occurrence of
Deformed Sedimentary

Rocks of the Beacon Group,
Antarctica

C. T. McELROY *
University of New South Wales

G. ROSE
Geological Survey of New South Wales

and
J. H. BRYAN

University of New South Wales
(All photos by authors)

In the 1966-1967 austral summer, a detailed
survey was carried out of large-scale folds and
associated structures in the upper Taylor Glacier
area of Arena Valley, about 8 km south of Beacon
Heights and 120 km west of McMurdo Station.
These folds were discovered by one of the authors in
the 1964-1965 season during a stratigraphic study
of the Beacon Group of the surrounding area,
where the sequence is approximately 2,100 m thick
and ranges in age from at least Devonian to
Jurassic.

Although the topography of Arena Valley is not
unique, it is interesting in that it includes large de-
pressions which may have been formed by glacial
scouring and wind erosion. Fig. I shows the loca-
tion of the area with respect to McMurdo Station
and a detailed plan of a small part of the area
illustrating the types of folds that were surveyed.
The cross section in the figure gives a possible inter-
pretation of the geometry of the fold system. Fig. 2
is a photograph of a small area of Fig. 1.

The survey was based on telescopic alidade and
plane-table traverses, supported by detailed tape
work in selected localities. Compasses were of
limited value because of the weak horizontal com-
ponent of the magnetic field in Arena Valley. The
total area surveyed was approximately 5 km 2 , but the
sample given here covers less than 0.05 km 2 . En-
largements of U.S. Geological Survey aerial photo-
graphs provided a convenient frame of reference
for the work. The use of oblique aerial photographs,
for which ground control had been established by
means of alidade stations, facilitated the study; these
photographs were taken especially for us by Air
Development Squadron Six while the study was in
progress.

* Now Director, Geological Survey of New South Wales.

The sequence of the entire Beacon Group in
Antarctica has been recorded as being either es-
sentially flat-lying or, especially in the vicinity of
dolerite intrusions, as dipping at low angles. In
Arena Valley, however, there are at least five zones,
each 3-60 m thick, in which the strata have been
deformed without disturbing the beds immediately
above or below; these zones, which are distributed
through 610 m of the sequence, occur in the lower
part of the Beacon Group, the lowest one being
about 152 m above the base of the group. Fig. 3 is
a photograph of the highest and possibly the thickest
zone, which is located at the west side of "Arena
Saddle" at the head of the valley. The deformation is
expressed in a variety of ways, ranging from gentle
dips to open, cylindrical and overturned, closely
appressed folds (Fig. 4). In addition, there are
blocks of sandstone up to 3.5 m across which have
been rotated to all attitudes of dip, including vertical,
and which are underlain and overlain by essentially
horizontal, undisturbed beds. In such areas are
diversely oriented, planar fractures along which slid-
ing movement appears to have taken place while the
rocks were in a semi consolidated condition. Small,
overturned folds and small-scale thrusting are
clearly displayed in association with the fractures
(Fig. 5).

Detailed examination of undisturbed strata in the
valley sides permitted precise correlation with in-
dividual beds to an accuracy of 10 cm or better.
Key features in the correlation were several dis-
tinctive bands of rocks from about 6 cm to about
1.6 m thick, consisting of a sequence of purple and
green mottled beds in which vertical "worm burrow-
ings" filled with coarse pink sand were observed.
From certain of these undisturbed beds, precise
angles of depression were measured to their de-
formed correlatives; the angles ranged from 1°40'
to 2°50' over distances varying from 0.8 to 1.6 km,
the regional dip being much less than these angles.
The implications of these angles are important in
considering a mode of origin for the deformation.

Extraordinary relationships were observed in an
area where a vertical dolerite dike 4.7 m wide in-
trudes the folded sequence over a distance of 0.8
km. It was possible to match positively the inter-
rupted individual folded beds on each side of sec-
tions of the dike and thus demonstrate that the dike
was intruded after the folding. Narrow zones of
contact metamorphism occur in the sediments at
many places along the margins of the dike. The
orientation of the dike is somewhat complicated
because the structure, although generally rectilinear,
consists of a number of large, elongate blocks, from
30 to 90 m or more in length, each of which is
slightly out of alignment in one of the following
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direction in which the photograph was taken is indicated in Fig. 1.	Arena Valley, showing the highest exposure
of the folded Beacon Group.
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Figure 4. Iolded sandstone in the .southern part of Arena
Valley.

Figure 5. Small-scale folding slightly east of area mapped
on Fig. 1.

ways: (1) deviates from the mean direction by as
much as 100; (2) is displaced horizontally by as
much as about 9 m; (3) is more or less in line but
separated from the next block in line by up to 9 m
of folded sediments. The closures of some appressed
folds actually transgress the gap between adjoining
blocks of the dike.

In a remarkable, almost hemispherical basin
about 0.8 km in diameter that has been eroded by
the wind in its passage from upper Ferrar Glacier
down Arena Valley to Taylor Glacier, the beds may
be unmistakably traced visually around the rim and
walls of the basin in approximately horizontal atti-
tude. However, toward the floor of the basin stands
a small hill about 60 in diameter and 6 m high
consisting of folded sediments that are underlain
and surrounded on all sides by horizontal strata.
These sediments are essentially similar to those of a
folded area which lies a few meters beyond and
higher than the rim of the erosion basin. The general
impression is that the small hill is an allochthonous
block that slid down the slope of the basin wall to its
present position.

In order to throw further light on the possible
origins of all of these features, particular attention
was paid to sedimentary structures, especially to di-
rectional characteristics. The structures included
normal foreset beds, low-angle cross-lamination in
planar units, and trough bedding; symmetrical ripple
marks; washouts; vertical sand-filled tubes; poly-
gonal mudcracks; worm-like trails and remarkable
"backbone-like" problematica; and oriented, cone-
shaped concretions and other small, siliceous "ash-
tray" concretions.

The evidence provided by these sedimentary
structures leaves little doubt that the sequence is of
shallow-water origin, such as a deltaic region or
floodplain; some cross-laminations suggest that vari-
ous units in the sequence were deposited by currents
flowing from different directions, but the full signi-
ficance of these directional data has yet to be evalu-
ated.

The following possible origins of the deformation
have been considered:

(1) Differential stress resulting from unloading
by erosion of the enormous bulk of sediments oc-
cupying Arena Valley prior to its formation. This
would be analogous to the "valley bulging" recorded
in the Northampton Ironfields of England, the Blue
Mountains of New South Wales, Australia, and
elsewhere.

(2) Frost heave due to thawing and refreezing
in near-surface joints and bedding-plane partings.

(3) Glacial drag of unconsolidated sediments.
(4) Igneous intrusion.
(5) Subaerial mass movement that occurred re-

latively recently, essentially after the development of
the present general topography.

(6) Tectonics, including low-angle thrusting.
(7) Repeated subaqueous gravitational slump-

ing that occurred penecontemporaneou sly with sedi-
ment deposition.

There are good reasons for ruling out the first
six suggestions. The first three are quite inadequate
to produce the types of folds observed. The fourth
has no parallel in countless major intrusions studied
in and beyond the area. The fifth is not acceptable
because the degree and type of folding and the lack
of extensive fracturing, especially in hinge areas of
folds, is inconsistent with subaerial deformation of
consolidated sediments in this locality. The sixth
has been rejected because the intraformational
character of the deformed beds and the irregular
variation in trend of axial planes is inconsistent with
such an origin in the known tectonic environment
of the Beacon Group.

The preferred origin is clearly number seven-
penecontemporaneous subaqueous slumping, pre-
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sumably on a gently sloping depositional plane,
initiated either by tectonic disturbance or simple
overloading. It is envisaged that the sediments were
at the time only lightly consolidated and capable of
plastic deformation under mild gravitational stress.

A secondary factor in the development of the de-
formation, we believe, is relatively recent subaerial
movement en masse of the already folded alloch-
thone down one of the sides of the hemispherical
basin. In all other cases, the primary depositional
mechanism of slumping alone explains the observed
characteristics of the unique structural features of
the basin.

Acknowledgments. Throughout January and early
February 1967, we were privileged to work under
the auspices of the U.S. Antarctic Research Pro-
gram. The cheerful support given by USARP repre-
sentatives Edward Goodale, Jerry Huffman, and
Graeme Johnston was a constant source of encour-
agement to us. VX-6 personnel, notably Lt. Art
Nash, did everything possible to assist us by per-
forming helicopter landings and takeoffs with heavy
loads under difficult wind conditions. In addition,
the squadron made precision flights aligned on
ground markers to provide us with some 200 ex-
cellent photographs of the terrain.

With the British

to Antarctica

THEODORE R. MERRELL, JR.

U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
(Auke Bay, Alaska)
(All photos by author)

The United Kingdom las long been active in
Antarctica, beginning with Cook's first crossing of
the Antarctic Circle in 1773 and continuing through
two centuries of exploration by such men as Wed-
deli, Biscoe, Ross, Scott, Shackleton, and the pre-
sent Director of the British Antarctic Survey, Sir
Vivian Fuchs. Feats of exploration of the "White
Continent" by this succession of British heroes have
fired the enthusiasm and admiration of their
countrymen and have resulted in sustained public
support of British expeditions. Since 1943, the
British have been continuously active in the region.
From 1946 to 1961, scientific and exploratory activ-
ities were conducted by the Falkland Islands De-
pendencies Survey and since then by its successor,
the British Antarctic Survey (BAS).

In the 1966-1967 season, exchange representa-
tives from France and the United States accom-
panied the British resupply expedition. They were
M. Pierre Rolland, Governor of French Southern
and Antarctic Territories, and I, a fishery research
biologist. Sir Vivian Fuchs, famed for his trans-
antarctic traverse in 1957-1958 (during the IGY),
accompanied the resupply expedition for the first
time in several years. His thorough inspection of all
British activities and facilities presented a unique
opportunity to the foreign representatives to become
acquainted with all aspects of the British operation.

Our route and the locations of the bases visited are
shown in Fig. 1.

Early in 1967, the support of scientific agencies
by the British government underwent a reorganiza-
tion which affected BAS. Formerly, BAS was under
the Colonial Office, with the Governor of the Falk-
land Islands serving as its political head. The Gov-
ernor is also High Commissioner of British Antarctic
Territory. Now, BAS is under the National Environ-
mental Research Council (NERC). The actual
leadership of BAS remains centered in its Director,
Sir Vivian Fuchs.

The British method of operation in Antarctica
differs from that of the United States in two funda-
mental ways: It depends little on military services
for logistic support, and its leadership is strongly
centralized at each base through a director-com-
mander who has absolute authority in all matters.
The system has worked well over many years.

The British have no long-range aircraft in Ant-
arctica and, therefore, depend entirely on ships for
the transport of supplies and personnel to and from
the Continent. Two Royal Research Ships, John

Figure 1. Author's travel route and location of British
Antarctic Survey bases.
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Figure 2. Royal Research Ship Shackleton in pack ice off
Adelaide Island Base. RRS John Biscoe in foreground and,
in the distance, Fuchs Ice Piedmont, which British light

planes use as a landing field.

Biscoe and Shackleton (Fig. 2), constitute the
backbone of BAS logistics. Each summer from
October to March, the 200 + -foot, ice-strengthened
cargo and personnel carriers service and resupply the
six active British bases. Since the 1959-1960 season,
the British have annually chartered a Danish ice-
strengthened ship to assist in supply operations. This
year, MV Perla Dan was chartered, with the prin-
cipal mission of carrying materials for the complete
reconstruction of Halley Bay Base. The Royal Navy
ship Protector also assists in the resupply, partic-
ularly in special projects which require helicopters.
The British have no icebreakers, but in the relatively
ice-free waters of the Antarctic Peninsula region, the
two ice-strengthened ships are usually adequate.

The main features of the current BAS program
are detailed hydrographic charting of the waters
adjacent to the Antarctic Peninsula and nearby
islands, comprehensive meteorological and iono-
spheric observations, and geological, glaciological,
and biological research. The results are disseminated
primarily through BAS's own serial publications
(Scientific Reports and Bulletins).

I boarded Perla Dan at Montevideo, Uruguay, on
December 28, 1966, joining Sir Vivian Fuchs,
M. Rolland, and about 25 British personnel, most
of whom were bound for Halley Bay Base on the
Weddell Sea. Relief personnel for the other five
bases had preceded us on Shackleton and John
Biscoe.

Our first stop was made 810 miles south of
Montevideo at Port Stanley, capital of the Falkland
Islands. Governor and Lady Haskard were our hos-
pitable hosts. There, BAS maintains a permanent
field headquarters, with an administrative staff,
meteorologists, and a radio-communication center.

The Falklands were once important for provision-
ing and repairing ships damaged in the stormy

- t
•g thH -a.
Figure 3. Deception Island Base on the site of an abandoned
whaling station in drowned volcanic crater. New British

fiber glass hut is in lower center.

waters off Cape Horn, but since the construction of
the Panama Canal, most world ship traffic has by-
passed the islands. Hulks of many sailing ships are
still evident in the Port Stanley harbor. The islands
are treeless, grassy, and windswept, providing ideal
conditions for rearing sheep, the principal industry.

From the Falklands, we traveled 600 miles across
Drake Passage in sunny, calm weather to Deception
Island, where Great Britain, Argentina, and Chile
maintain year-round bases on the shores of the
drowned portion of the crater of the dormant vol-
cano forming the island (Fig. 3). Deception Island
is the main base for the small fleet of aircraft main-
tained by the British. We unloaded a new Swiss-
built Pilatus Porter aircraft and brought aboard 21
young dogs which had been bred on the island for
use at Halley Bay.

From Deception Island, we steamed 600 miles
eastward to the center of British antarctic biological
research, Signy Island Base, in the South Orkneys.
I left the ship there and stayed for a month, observ-
ing the British research programs.

Perla Dan went on to South Georgia, formerly a
major whaling station, and then southward across
the Weddell Sea to Halley Bay, where a completely
new base was under construction. The unloading at
Halley Bay was completed just in time: on the day
following discharge of the last cargo, the ice shelf
began to break up, destroying a natural ice ramp
which had provided access to the glacier from the
sea each year since the British established the base
during the IGY. This year, the Weddell Sea was
freer of ice than had been reported in any other
year since its discovery in 1823. Owing to this con-
dition, the trip from South Georgia to Halley Bay,
which usually takes at least 10 days, was made in 4
days.
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There were 22 men at Signy, about half of whom
were scientists (the wintering-over complement num-
bers about 11). The island offers excellent oppor-
tunities for ornithological research because of its
large nesting populations of Adélie and chinstrap
penguins, skuas, sheathbills, dove prions, and petrels
(Wilson's, snow, and giant). Shag are also present
(Fig. 4).

The scientists at Signy were an enthusiastic group
of well-trained young men who were doing research
on a diversity of subjects: cold diuresis in humans;
age and growth of lichens; nitrogen fixation by fresh-
water blue-green algae; breeding habits, ages, and
growth rates of the three species of petrels; ecology
and life history of the giant isopod Glyptonot us;
physiology and respiration of the curious "bloodless"
fish Charnichihys; ecology and blood chemistry of
the common antarctic fishes Notothenia neglecta and
N. rossi; chemical adaptation of tissues of Noto-
thenia to low temperatures; the effects of soil and
air microclimates on the growth of mosses; causes
of formation of moss peat; and bacterial character-
istics of soil types. Birdbanding was extensive.

The facilities for research at Signy are outstanding
(Fig. 5). The main hut is a yellow, double-deck, 30-
by 85-foot structure made of bolted-together sections
of fiberglass over a layer of insulating foam. This
novel building—the first of its kind to be used by
the British—proved to be so well adapted to the
Antarctic that it has served as the model for most
of the new buildings erected at British bases. Such
structures cannot be built on ice or snow, however,
because uneven settling breaks the joints between
sections. The upper story of the Signy hut contains
living and eating quarters, and the lower story has
about 2,500 square feet of laboratory space. The
scientific instruments and supplies are modern and
of excellent quality.

My fascinating month at Signy ended when RRS
John Biscoe returned from Halley Bay in February
to finish unloading the year's supplies. From Signy
we sailed to King George Island, near the tip of the
Antarctic Peninsula, to check the condition of the
vacant Admiralty Bay Base. The buildings and
equipment were in such good order that little re-
furbishing will be required to put them in operating
condition.

After leaving Admiralty Bay, w rendezvoused
with a Royal Navy survey party which was bivou-
acking on English Strait. Then we returned to De-
ception Island Base to pick up personnel who had
completed one- or two-year tours of duty and were
bound for England.

Next, we stopped briefly at tiny Wienke Island to
inspect Port Lockroy, another inactive British base,
then called at the U.S. Palmer Station on Anvers
Island, the site of still another inactive British base.

The old British hut is one of two buildings being
used by U.S. scientists until the construction of new
facilities is completed late in the 1967-1968 austral
summer.

From Palmer we headed southward, threading the
narrow and beautiful Gerlache Strait, with towering
mountains and hanging glaciers on either side of
the ship. Near the south end of this strait are the low,
rocky, scattered Argentine Islands, on one of which,
Galindez Island, is the main antarctic base for
British meteorological and ionospheric observations
(Fig. 6). This station, at which 12 men work, is a
model of efficiency.

The only encounter with pack ice on the entire
trip occurred just after crossing the Antarctic Circle,
while the ship was en route to the next base, Ade-
laide Island. A circuitous route took us to the
anchorage opposite the base (Fig. 7) in "Iceberg
Alley," so-called because of the profusion of bergs
which continuously drift back and forth in strong
tidal currents. In summer, Adelaide is the center
of BAS's air operations. It has two planes, a
Pilatus Porter and a de Havilland Otter, which land
on an ice piedmont near the base. This year, Dr.
Charles Swithinbank of the Scott Polar Research
Institute made a survey of the ice thickness of George
VI Sound, Alexander Island, Anvers Island, and the
Filchner Ice Shelf by means of airborne radio-
sounding equipment. This technique, which may
revolutionize ice-thickness survey methods, enables
three men in a small plane to make a continuous
record of ice thickness over hundreds of miles within
a few hours.

After leaving Adelaide, we made a brief stop at
Stonington Island, the southernmost British base in
the peninsula area, and then spent a week hunting
seals from John Briscoe in "Labeuf Fjord." A large
supply of seal meat is needed at Stonington to feed
the 80 sledge dogs that transport the mapping and
geological-survey parties to and from the field. The
British have found that seal meat is the best food
available for keeping the dogs in good condition.

During the seal hunt, brief stops were made at
two other British bases, Blaiklock Island and Horse-
shoe Island, which were then inactive but which
are used occasionally in winter by sledging parties
from Stonington. Both were in excellent condition.

Back at Stonington, we unloaded bags of coal
for heating and cooking (Fig. 8), general cargo,
and 150 seals, mostly crabeaters. We remained there
several days, which enabled me to inspect thoroughly
this most picturesque of British bases and to be-
come acquainted with the dozen men stationed there.
The base is regarded as one of the most desirable
antarctic assignments because of the island's gen-
erally clear weather and beautiful scenery and the
opportunity provided to participate in long, overland
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Figure 4. (Left) Blue-eyed
shag.

Figure 5. (Right) Signy
Island Base with Corona-
tion Island in background.
Lower story of fiber glass
building has scientific lab-
oratories; living quarters
are in upper story. The
large black building con-
tains storage rooms and

electric generators.

*

Y

Figure 6. Argentine Islands Base, where extensive meteoro-
logical and ionospheric data are collected. =2'

Figure 7. (Above) Ade-
laide Island Base, the cen-
ter for British use of light

planes.

"v '4	
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Figure 8. (Left) Moving
sacks of coal by dog sled
over the fast ice at Ston-
ington Island. Coal is used
at most bases for cooking
and heating. The glacier
in the background serves-	 as a landing field for light

planes.
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dog-sledging journeys in the style of British heroes of
earlier antarctic exploration. Stonington is also of
great historic interest since it was the site of the
U.S. Antarctic Service's East Base (1939-1941)
and Finn Ronne's private U.S. expedition (1947)
and because the British have operated their base
there intermittently since 1946 (Fig. 9). Some of
the U.S. facilities constructed in 1940 are still in
remarkably good condition. The original U.S. flag-
pole is used today by the British, and even the U.S.
Weather Bureau instrument shelter, though battered
and eroded by blowing snow, still stands atop a
boulder.

MN

AW T

Figure . Si iiiiii 'ii R/iid li c. it left rear is abandoned
British base, in center foreground is present British base,
and in center distance is old East Base. Sir Vivian Fuchs

is crossing snowfield.

After completing the resupply of Stonington, we
made our return to civilization rapidly and unevent-
fully, except for an encounter with a screaming
Cape Horn gale with mountainous waves 50 feet
high and over 200 feet between crests. Sir Vivian
Fuchs, M. Rolland, and I debarked at Punta Arenas,
Chile, on March 10.

During this resupply operation, the British amply
demonstrated that long experience in antarctic ex-
ploration and research pays off. All objectives of the
complex undertaking were completed as scheduled
and without incident, and the programs and facili-
ties were improved at all six bases. Although no
scientists from other Antarctic Treaty nations are
currently at British bases, the opportunity and in-
centive for them to work there are sure to increase.
The British plan to continue to expand their research
programs, especially in biology. Coordinated studies
by them and scientists from other countries working
on the peninsula would undoubtedly produce great
advances in antarctic biology.

During my three months as their guest, the British
were unfailingly hospitable, making my visit very
productive and pleasant.

Bacteria, Fungi, and Other
Biota in the Vicinity of

Mirnyy Observatory
GEORGE H. MEYER , * MARIE B. MORROW,

and ORVILLE WYSS

Department of Microbiology
University of Texas

(All photos by George H. Meyer)

This report is another in a series describing bio-
logical studies carried out in the vicinity of Mc-
Murdo, Byrd, Hallett, and South Pole Stations, in
the ice-free valleys in Victoria Land, and in other
areas of West and East Antarctica. The investigation
distribution of air populations and their viability dur-
vicinity of Mirnyy Observatory in East Antarctica,
included studies of (1) the origin, occurrence, and
distribution of air populations and their viability dur-
ing transport; (2) the effects of local climate, soil
composition, and surface vegetation on the microbial
populations of soils; (3) the microorganisms living
in snow and ice; (4) the microflora and microfauna
occurring in pools of meltwater; (5) the organisms
associated ecologically with algae, lichens, and
mosses and those involved in the decomposition of
plant and animal residues; and (6) the ability of
these organisms to survive under conditions of ex-
treme temperatures and desiccation. Also studied
were organisms found in foodstuffs taken to the Ant-
arctic by early expeditions and in frozen feces of
those periods.

Mirnyy Observatory is located at 66°33'S.
93°01'E. on a granitic and gneissic promontory
surrounded by stagnant ice, moraines, and active
glaciers. Although exposed rocks and soils in the
immediate area of the station are contaminated by
fuel oil and other debris resulting from human habi-
tation, some rocks and soils not far beyond the
station are relatively uncontaminated. Small patches
of algae, lichens, and mosses occur on the moraines.

Most of the flora and fauna in the area are re-
stricted to the Haswell Islands (66°32'S. 92159'E.),
an archipelago of 12 islets located 4 km north of
Mirnyy. The islands are extremely dry, and several
of the smallest ones appear to be sterile. Moisture
from the melting of snow and ice is present in small
areas in the spring and early summer. A permanent
ice-and-snow field on the west side of Haswell
Island also provides some moisture during the sum-

Mr. Meyer spent 14 months as U.S. Exchange Scientist
at the U.S.S.R.'s Mirnyy Observatory during 1964-1965.
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Average monthly wind speed, temperature, vapor pressure, and relative humidity at Mirnyy, Novolazarevskaya, and
Molodezh naya Stations during 1965.

Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	June	July	Aug	Sept	Oct	Nov	Dec

Mirnyy
Wind speed (m/s)	 7.2	9.2	8.9	11.5	14.0	11.2	12.4	14.5	10.8	11.0	9.5	9.8remperature (- S C.)	 1.0	3.6	10.6	14.8	15.1	19.9	18.3	17.5	20.6	13.6	9.6	9.2Vapor pressure (mb)	 4.3	3.4	1.9	1.8	1.4	1.0	1.2	1.3	1.0	1.4	2.2	3.6Relative humidity (%)	 76	70	69	74	70	64	68	72	74	66	70	66

ovolazarevskaya
Wind speed (m/s)	 6.9	8.8	9.7	12.4	12.9	14.8	10.0	11.7	6.8	10.3	7.4	7.0Temperature (- C C.)	 1.2	3.2	8.0	11.1	10.8	13.6	20.8	18.9	21.6	13.9	8.3	1.7Vapor pressure (mh)	 3.0	2.2	1.7	1,3	1.3	1.4	0.6	0.8	0.5	1.0	1.8	3.5Relative humidity (%)	 54	45	47	46	47	60	46	46	39	49	53	64

Molodezhnaya
Wind speed (m/s)	 6.1	8.2	12.2	12.7	12.6	12.4	10.1	9.8	9.8	9.8	8.3	5.2Temperature (- S C.)	 0.7	3.5	8.7	9.8	11.2	15.4	22.8	19.0	20.8	14.4	9.6	1.1Vapor pressure (mh)	 3.5	2.7	2.0	2.3	1.9	1.4	0.6	1.1	0.8	1.3	1.9	3.6Relative humidity (%)	 61	55	58	72	63	72	61	66	59	58	58	63

mer. The islands have been disturbed only slightly
by man, and thus are suitable for ecological studies.

The atmospheric load of microorganisms was
monitored at intervals during the year at several sites
near Mirnyy. Resultant qualitative and quantitative

The Tenth Soviet Antarctic Expedition
The senior author was flown from McMurdo Station to

Mirnyy Observatory on November 5, 1964, in a U.S. Navy
LC-130F aircraft. In mid-December, scientific and logistic
personnel assigned to replace the men of the Ninth Soviet
Antarctic Expedition (S.A.E.) arrived from Leningrad
aboard the diesel-electric Oh', which also brought fresh food,
building materials, heavy equipment, and technical appa-
ratus. For many years, Mirnyy has been the main Soviet
research station and logistic base for the supply of inland
stations, but Molodezhnaya is now gradually assuming that
role, and intensive construction has taken place there in
recent years.

Housing facilities at Mirnyy consist of a number of build-
ings of various sizes, most of which contain both living
quarters and laboratories. These buildings are well furnished
and comfortable, with thermostatically controlled tempera-
tures. Each year several of the buildings must be cleared of
drifting snow, while others, already buried, must be sup-
ported by heavy timbers to prevent deformation. The build-
ings at Molodezhnaya are designed to avoid these problems.

The new station complement adapted quickly to the
living conditions and routines. Meals were always well pre-
pared and adequate. Duties for each person included house-
keeping and supplying snow for the snow melter once each
week and assignment to the kitchen once each month
(kitchen duties consisted of washing dishes, cleaning dining
areas, and working in food-storage warehouses). The station
bathhouse includes a steam room in addition to the usual
bathing facilities. Washing machines are provided.

Entertainment, which followed the evening meal, gener-
ally consisted of playing such games as dominoes, billiards,
chess, and checkers or watching motion pictures. Classes in
English, which were held for two hours twice each week,
were well attended. In the summer, when weather permitted,
the men played volleyball and soccer.

The Tenth S.A.E. departed Mirnyy for Fremantle,
Australia, in late December 1965 aboard Oh'. From Fre-
mantle, the Russians continued their trip home aboard a
Soviet aircraft.

data were obtained at ground level with an Anderson
Cascade Impactor. The organisms isolated were of
the same types as those found in the soil in that vi-
cinity. No evidence was found that cyclonic winds
(which follow the coastline) and offshore winds
(which originate over the central plateau) bring
organisms to this area from distant continents or
subantarctic islands.

Qualitative and quantitative studies were made in
an attempt to determine the succession of microor-
ganisms in the ephemeral ponds formed in soil de-
pressions following spring and summer thaws. The
results showed that the dominant organisms in the
ponds are the same as those in the dry pond beds.
All of the organisms recovered appeared at approxi-
mately the same time and remained in equilibrium
until either the ponds froze over or the water evap-
orated.

About 60 different air, soil, water, snow, and plant
samples were analyzed for microbial content. Pen-
guin eggs, guano, and regurgitated food from marine
birds were studied to determine the relative im-
portance of animal transport of organisms in the
microbial colonization of isolated areas. Hundreds
of pure-culture isolates, representing the thousands
of cryophilic organisms examined, are now being
held for further study. They include bacteria, actino-
mycetes, yeasts, molds, algae, and rotifers. In ad-
dition, some of the algae as well as lichens, mosses,
mites, and springtails have been deposited in na-
tional herbariums and museums and with various
collectors.

For the soil studies, standard culturing methods
were employed, but for organisms that are usually
fastidious in their requirements, special culturing
techniques and enrichment media were used. Many
organisms occurring in the soil have specific func-
tions and thus can be detected only by selective
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media. Examples are the photosynthetic bacteria
and the nitrogen-fixing Azotobacter. Neither of these
was found in soils of the Mirnyy area, whereas under
the same conditions of culture, they are usually
found in cultivated soils in temperate climates.

Certain other bacteria that were isolated from
antarctic soils are of particular interest because of
their ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen and thereby
satisfy their growth requirements in soil whose nitro-
gen content is too low to favor the growth of com-
petitors. These unique bacteria are now under study.
A Corynebacterium capable of growth in mineral
salts and utilizing pure alkanes as the sole source of
carbon has also been isolated.

The number of viable bacteria, as determined by
aerobic plate count, fluctuates from soil to soil in
Antarctica, depending upon the soil composition and
seasonal conditions. As few as 100,000/g were found
in dry soil, as compared with 15,000,0001g in moist
soil associated with algae. None of these bacterial iso-
lates formed spores. The number of bacteria found
in fresh guano was less than 20,000/g; after the
guano had been exposed to the sun for 24 hours, it
was less than 10,0001g; and with continued ex-
posure, the number decreased even more. Soil from
the vicinity of an old seal carcass contained as many
as 300,000,000 organisms per gram.

The fur on old seal carcasses usually persists for
hundreds of years without deterioration, whereas
certain portions of the seal body that are in contact
with the soil decompose, though at a very slow rate.
Several media, using as bait different types of animal
hair, did not reveal the presence of keratinophilic
fungi in soil adjacent to the animal remains.

Dead fragments of algae, lichens, and mosses
usually persist in the antarctic soils for long periods
of time without showing any evidence of decomposi-
tion. While certain constituents of these plants cer-
tainly undergo degradation by microbial action,
clumps of algae and thalli of mosses and lichens re-
main as entire fragments in the soil. Laboratory
studies of soils containing lichens and mosses did
not reveal cellulose-decomposing bacteria.

The dominant organisms observed in soils near
Mirnyy are Pseudomonas and chromogenic micro-
cocci, which are considered to be cosmopolitan in
distribution. Corynebacterium, Mycobacterium, and
Flavobacterium were more restricted in distribution
in these soils. Although Streptomyces and the yeasts
Rhodotorula and Cry ptococcus were found in many
locations, their numbers were low. Molds, includ-
ing Phoma and Cladosporium, were observed to
occur only in association with mosses and lichens.
The conditions of recovery of all isolates were a
temperature of 15°C. and a humidity of 60 percent.
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Pool of meltwater
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Ice-free ridge near
Molodezhnaya.
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important biotic factor in the distribution of antarctic
organisms. In the process of surviving in particular
environments, the organisms probably develop
adaptive mechanisms.

Acknowledgments. The generous cooperation of the
Soviet Arctic and Antarctic Scientific-Research Insti-
tute and the Tenth S.A.E. in making this biological
study successful are gratefully acknowledged. The
many personal kindnesses extended to the senior
author from all members of the expedition through-
out our association is particularly appreciated. We
wish to thank also U.S. Antarctic Research Program
and U.S. Navy personnel for their excellent support.
This research was supported by the Office of Antarc-
tic Programs of the National Science Foundation
under grant GA-155.

I)orniitory-laboratory at Novolazare vskaya.

Rig/it, large pool of meltwater near Novolazarevskaya.

Replicate samplings of soil populations were made
at two other Soviet coastal stations, Molodezhnaya
(67 0 40'S. 45 0 51'E.) and Novolazarevskaya
(70 0 46'S. 11 0 50'E.). The opportunity to extend the
biological investigations to those locations was pro-
vided when Oh' carried out her annual resupply
mission. Near those stations, particularly Mob-
dezhnaya, are extensive snow-free areas and topog-
raphies and climates that favor the growth of
established biota. New species of mites, mosses,
and bacteria have been identified from these two
localities.

The results of the investigations at Mirnyy demon-
strate that a complex of ecological factors determines
the pattern of distribution of organisms. The occur-
rence of the organisms is apparently related chiefly to
soil composition and climate. Birds are considered an

Glacial-Geological
Investigations in

Southern Victoria Land
R. A. SOUCHEZ

Department of Physical Geography
Université Libre de Bruxelles

During the austral summers of 1965-1966 and
1966-1967, 1 joined the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program (USARP) as an exchange scientist to con-
duct glacial-geological investigations near the border
of the ice sheet in southern Victoria Land. Pre-
viously, I had made similar studies as a member of

a Belgian expedition in the SØr Rondane Mountains
of Queen Maud Land. In both regions, my main ob-
jective was to study the mechanisms of glacial ero-
sion and deposition by the ice sheet's outlet glaciers.
After I had analyzed these mechanisms in Queen
Maud Land, the desirability of comparing them
with those of another region of East Antarctica be-
came evident. Southern Victoria Land was selected
for this purpose because of its proximity to Mc-
Murdo Station, where excellent facilities for carrying
out field work are provided by USARP and the U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica. Therefore, an
official request for me to visit this region was sent by
the Belgo-Dutch Antarctic Committee to the Office
of Antarctic Programs, through whose cooperation
field trips were arranged for the two summers.

Southern Victoria Land is characterized by the
presence of outlet glaciers derived from the ice sheet
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of East Antarctica. These glaciers enter and cross
the Transantarctic Mountains, flowing down the val-
leys on the eastern side until they reach McMurdo
Sound or points within the range where they front on
dry valleys.

The ice-free valleys, with their many exposed
walls and moraine fields, are excellent sites at which
to study the glacial history of the Continent. Several
different "glaciations" have been recognized there,
and several papers concerning them have been pub-
lished, providing much information about the de-
velopment and fluctuations of the enormous quantity
of ice that covers most of Antarctica—factors that
are of global importance. Furthermore, these valleys,
particularly the ones in the western part of the
region near the ice sheet, are very good sites for
studying the dynamics of glacial erosion and depo-
sition, which are the subjects to which we directed
our attention.

One portion of our investigation was centered in
the Upper Ferrar Glacier area, at a location where a
lobe of the ice sheet enters a local ice-free cirque.
The cirque is cut in a part of the Beacon Sandstone
Formation that is intruded by dolerite sills. Our ex-
amination of an extensive moraine field in this cirque
shed some light on the processes by which shear
moraines are formed. The moraine field is neither
exclusively the result of the influence of a single
shear plane, along which the debris had been scraped
up from the bed and carried into the ice, nor simply
the consequence of upwarping at the edge of the
glacier in the ablation zone, where layers of debris
were incorporated within the ice by a freezing-in
process. The moraine field is complex because it is
related to the dynamics of the border of the ice sheet;
these dynamics consist of both upwarping and fault-
ing of the ice along zones of weakness that have
different orientations and ages. This example has
contributed to the solution of the general problem
of the formation of inner moraines near the edges of
polar ice sheets.

Our examination of this deposit also revealed
many small fragments of dolerite, thus indicating
significant glacial erosion of this material. The find-
ing serves to introduce the second type of study we
made, which concerned erosional activity of the out-
let glaciers.

We investigated the upper parts of most of the out-
let glaciers between Mackay and Skelton Glaciers.
Geologically, this area consists of gently dipping,
light-colored Beacon Sandstone that has been in-
truded by dark dolerite sills. Both the sandstone and
the dolerite have been cut by the outlet glaciers.
Glacial steps or icefalls generally occur at the level
of the dolerite outcrops observed at the sides of the
glaciers.

In terms of erosional activity, two types of outlet
glaciers were distinguished:

One is a large glacier, such as Taylor Glacier,
whose steps are conspicuous even where the dolerite
is covered by a large amount of ice. Erosion of the
dolerite is the result of the thermal and mechanical
conditions that exist at the base of the glacier. The
fact that considerable erosion of the dolerite occurs
is attested to by the abundance of this rock in ground
moraines.

The second type of glacier is a relatively small
one, such as Webb Glacier, whose ice does not
entirely cover the dolerite sills. In this case, the
maximum erosion of the dolerite takes place at the
level at which the outlet glacier is fed by the ice
sheet. Dolerite is eroded not only by direct glacial
action, but also by frost-shattering of outcrops be-
tween two glacial chutes, where enough meltwater is
present to cause such action. Ice avalanches or en-
largements of the glacier serve to evacuate the
eroded fragments. (The ice-free lateral slopes farther
from the ice sheet are relatively immune to erosion
because not enough moisture is present at those
levels for effective frost-shattering of the rock.) As
glacial erosion continues, the steps tend to retreat
parallel to themselves in an upward direction.

Glacial erosion consists of the plucking of frost-
shattered dolerite debris and the abrasion of Beacon
Sandstone, which causes separation of the quartz
grains. These activities account for the mineralogical
composition of the gravel and fine fractions of the
moraines of the region. Ninety percent of the gravel
fraction between 6 and 12 mm in size is dolerite, and
90 percent of the fine fraction between 100 and 250
microns in size consists of quartz grains. This gen-
eral inversion of the lithological components in the
two size ranges is the result of the types of erosion
described above.

Similar erosional and depositional processes were
observed at the border of the ice sheet in Queen
Maud Land.

A better understanding of the erosional activity of
the polar ice sheets remains the key to a more precise
interpretation of the fossil glacial features of North
America and northern Europe.

Acknowledgments. I deeply appreciate the friend-
liness of the U.S. antarctic personnel and the fine
facilities they made available to me. In Washington,
members of the Office of Antarctic Programs pro-
vided information, maps, and aerial photographs,
and at Christchurch and McMurdo Station, USARP
representatives and scientists assisted me in every
way possible, as did the VX-6 helicopter crews that
took me to and from field locations. The success of
my two exchange visits to Antarctica is due largely
to this support.
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Ionospheric
Rocket Sounding at

Dumont d'Urville
J. KATSUFRAKIS

Radioscience Laboratory
Stanford University

(All photos by author)

In the fall of 1966, 1 was invited by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of France to participate in the
Expeditions Polaires Françaises (EPF) 1966-1967
austral-summer program at Dumont d'Urville as a
United States scientific observer. My primary interest
while at the station was to study the management,
conduct, and scientific achievements of the iono-
spheric rocket-sounding program.

The voyage to Dumont d'Urville from Melbourne,
Australia, aboard the Danish charter vessel Thala
Dan started in the evening of January 6, 1967. The
ship's complement was international, consisting of
the Danish crew, the 1967 Australian party bound
for Wilkes Station, several members of the French
expedition, and me. A combination of outstanding
Danish seamanship, French cuisine, and Australian
good fellowship made the trip most enjoyable. Upon
arriving at Dumont d'Urville on the morning of
January 15, we were graciously welcomed. The
Australian party, which came ashore for lunch at the
invitation of the French, departed for Wilkes aboard
Thala Dan that afternoon.

I stayed at the station for about one month, leaving
for Melbourne aboard Thala Dan on February 16.

Aerial victi , of Dumont d'Urville. The main station complex
is on the largest island.

United States and French flags fly over the powerhouse at
Dumont d'Urville. The U.S. icebreaker Eastwind is in back-

ground.

Some of the observations I made during this period
are discussed in the remaining portion of this report.

Dumont d'Urville Station

Dumont d'Urville is located at 66°40'S.
140°01'E. on Petrel Island, largest of a group of
small rock islets situated a few hundred feet from the
Antarctic Continent and the Astrolabe Glacier. The
station is named after the French navigator who dis-
covered Petrel Island on January 19, 1840.

The site of the first structures erected on the island
is a promontory that is ice-free the year around.
These buildings, which are still operational, have
been supplemented in the last few years by extensive
construction based on a concept of permanence. The
functional design and the interior finishes of the new
laboratories, mess hall, and summer and winter
quarters are similar to those of scientific observa -
tories at middle latitudes.

The all-civilian complement of the station numbers
about 50 during the austral summer and 27 during
the winter. Its leader is usually a civil engineer. He is
assisted by a chief scientist, who is also in charge of
one of the scientific programs. A physician is present
at all times; his facilities, which are located in one of
the new laboratories, are adequate for all emergen-
cies, including those requiring surgery.

Scientific Programs

The scientific programs now under way at Dumont
d'Urville were established under the direction of the
Comité National Français des Recherches Antarc-
tiques and various other French organizations, such
as the Groupe de Recherches lonospheriques (GRI)
and the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES).
They include investigations of aurora and airglow,
cosmic rays, geomagnetism, and radioactivity, as well
as studies in the fields of ionospheric physics, meteor-
ology, glaciology, seismology, and biology.
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The most significant point about the majority of
the programs is that their purpose is to obtain long-
term synoptic data to provide a foundation for
related, short-term experiments. The data gathered
in some of these programs, which have been con-
ducted on a continuous basis for several years, have
contributed greatly to the marked success of the
rocket program, as will be shown subsequently.

The instrumentation and techniques applied in all
of the scientific programs are as modern as any I have
observed in Europe or the United States. The elec-
tronic instruments were manufactured in France,
Sweden, West Germany, and the United States. Deci-
sions on acquiring equipment for all programs seem
to have been based solely on the achievement of high
quality and reliability.

I was greatly impressed by the biological program,
which included studies of Adélie and emperor pen-
guins, petrels, and skuas. The location of Dumont
d'Urville is favorable to this program because
approximately 10,000 emperor penguins congregate
each year on Empereur Island, which is only a few
hundred feet from the station. The emperor rookery
is thus readily accessible for study during both winter
and summer.

I recommended the use of telemetry techniques for
studying both emperor and Adélie penguins. Because
of the very short distance between the rookery and
the station, the physiological conditions and habits of
the penguins could be monitored in the birds' native
habitat and the data transmitted to and recorded in
the station's biological laboratory. A winter-long
study of the emperor penguin by this technique
would, I believe, produce significant results.

Ionospheric Rocket-Sounding Program

An expedition to Dumont d'Urville was under-
taken by GRI and CNES during the period Decem-
ber 1966—February 1967. The project involved the
launching of four sounding rockets, called "Drag-
ons," into the ionosphere over the station. The
scientific program included the measurement of
electron density and temperature and the energy
spectra of electrons and protons during quiet and
disturbed periods around the midday anomaly that
has been observed at this latitude for many years.
This anomaly is characterized by an increase in
ionospheric absorption and the disappearance of
vertical-incidence echoes from the lower regions of
the ionosphere.

The program was organized in the following three
parts and directed by the persons indicated: prepara-
tion of the scientific payload (M. Jean-Jacques
Berthelier of GRI), launch activities (M. Marius Le
Fèvre of CNES), and logistic support (M. Robert
Guillard of EPF).

The construction of a complete launching facility
(rocket-assembly shelter and launch pad) on Petrel
Island was begun during the 1965-1966 austral sum-
mer and completed in November 1966. The launch-
control equipment included a launcher and 11
portable vans containing mission-control, launch-
control, telemetry-antenna, and telemetry-receiving
and -recording systems, as well as an electronics
laboratory, mechanical workshop, emergency diesel
generator, power-distribution consoles, and other
facilities.

Assembled first and second stages of Dragon rockets 25, 26,
and 27.

Scientific payload for Dragon rocket 24.
M. Bert/ic/icr is at left.

The Dragon is a 28-foot-long, two-stage, solid-
propellant rocket that can lift a 150-pound payload
to a height of 350 km. The staging for each of the
four Dragon launchings occurred in the following
sequence:
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Time	 Event

0.0	first-stage ignition

	

0.4 sec	ignition of the spin rockets

	

0.6 sec	burnout of the spin rockets

	

1.4 sec	ejection of the spin rockets

	

16.0 sec	first-stage burnout

	

18.2 sec	separation of first and second stages

	

18.4 sec	second-stage ignition

	

37.0 sec	second-stage burnout

	

53.0 sec	nose-cone ejection

	

54.0 sec	sensor deployment
5 min apogee

10 min impact

p	

Moll

 

Ai

Dragon rocket 24 (1/1(1 /iiil/ic/icr. The /1/1(1! .raj'/i was taken
three hours before ignition.

The second stage and payload, which do not sep-
arate, rotate at five revolutions per second about the
velocity vector.

The following constraints were imposed for the
launches: (1) outside temperature could not be lower
than 10°C., (2) winds between the surface and the
rocket's ceiling could not exceed 10 rn/see, and
(3) magnetic and ionospheric activity had to be low
for the first and high for the last three launches.

All of the ground observations of magnetic and
ionospheric activity were complete and of the highest
quality, providing the necessary information to
launch three rockets during the very large solar
proton event of January 28, 1967, whose origin was
on the back side of the sun just off the west limb.
Because this event was not detected optically by
observations anywhere on Earth, the decisions on
firing times had to be based on local ground observa-
tions. The firing times were as follows:

Dragon 24: January 26 at 0916:00
Dragon 25: January 28 at 2205:33
Dragon 26: January 29 at 1121:25
Dragon 27: January 29 at 1309:20

-.
dh I

All 4.

Dragon rocket 25 shortly after lift-oil. Astrolabe Glacier is
in background.

These launchings were complete successes, result-
ing in the acquisition of data that are both significant
and of high quality. As a consequence, GRI now
proposes to carry out rocket-borne VLF experiments
at Kerguelen Island during the austral summer of
1967-1968.

Stanford University VLF/LF Program

During my entire stay at Dumont d'Urville, I
made measurements of natural and man-made signals
in the frequency range 0.3-100 kHz. The two most
significant results were the observation of intense
noise over this frequency range during the proton
event of January 28 and the failure to detect any of
the Stanford University or University of Washington
transmissions from Byrd Station.

I wish to congratulate the 26-man rocket-sounding
expedition from GRI and CNES for a job well done.
Its historic accomplishment opens the way to many
such expeditions to various antarctic locations in the
future.
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Magnetic Micropulsation
Activity at the

South Geomagnetic Pole
V. P. HESSLER1

Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska

A two-component induction-magnetometer sys-
tem has been in continuous operation at Vostok
since late December 1964 as part of the Soviet-
United States cooperation in Antarctica. The equip-
ment was developed jointly by the Geophysical In-
stitute of the University of Alaska and the Boeing
Scientific Research Laboratories. Soviet and U.S.
exchange scientists have operated the equipment in
alternate years. Both the magnetic-tape and strip-
chart recordings are made in duplicate to provide
records for both the Soviet and U.S. participants.

The induction magnetometer has the advantage of
being relatively inexpensive, simple to install and
operate, and adjustable to any desired sensitivity.
The technique has proved invaluable for studies of
the spectral content, power spectra, and polarization
of geomagnetic micropulsations in the Pc and Pi
ranges of activity. Extensive studies of the Vostok
induction-magnetometer data to determine the in-
cidence of Pc and Pi activity are in progress by the
writer and his collaborators, V. Troitskaia of the
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences and J. Kenney of
the Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories.

Induction-magnetometer records seem not to have
been used to any extent as an indicator of general
magnetic activity. The results presented in this paper
are derived from hourly amplitude scalings of the
Vostok records. Each hourly value is taken as the
sum of the maximum positive and negative excursion
during the hour without regard to the frequency
band of the activity. For example, the value at 1400

hours (UT) in Fig. I is 0.92><0.182=0.167
y-Hertz. The calibration, which is obtained by rotat-
ing a magnet near the coils, is linear for periods
longer than about 20 sec. Note that the —6-minute
fluctuation has a peak-to-peak value of 60 )' . The
full range for a 10-sec-period event is about 2y.

It has long been noted that the polar-cap geo-
magnetic disturbance is quite distinctive from that
at the auroral zone and lower latitudes (Stagg, 1935;
Mayaud, 1956; Lassen, 1958; Hope, 1961; Nikol'-
skii, 1961; Fukushima, 1962; ludovich, 1962;
Bobrov et a!, 1964). In particular, there exists
the daytime agitation, which consists of irregu-
lar disturbances with large diurnal variations that
occur in the local summer and that apparently
are related to the angle between the mass velocity
vector of the solar corpuscular radiation and the
dipole axis (Bobrov et al, 1964; Fukushima, 1962).
Also, there is a prominent polar-cap residual agita-
tion when the planetary activity index Kt) is 0 (K
is based on the level of activity at 12 stations, none
of which is inside the aurora! zone). Under summer
daylight conditions, this activity amounted to as
much as 150-200y during the IGY and 50-70y
during the Second International Polar Year
(Fukushima, 1962).

Most of the previous work has been based on
ordinary magnetograms and derived from the K
(three-hourly) or Q (quarter-hourly) indices.
Mayaud introduced the technique of reconverting the
K figures to approximate y values, thus providing
an arithmetic rather than logarithmic scale of activ-
ity (Hope, 1961). For many years, the arctic ob-
servatories of the U.S.S.R. have been using the

hourly amplitudes of the horizontal components

and r as measures of magnetic activity
The Vostok hourly amplitudes of micropulsation

7f2	
-yf

activity, based on r	and r, show a marked diur-
H	1)

Figure 1. Typical polar-cap
induction-magnetometer rec-
ord obtained at Vostok, Feb-

ruary 14, 1965.

Presently guest worker at the Earth Sciences Laboratory,
Environmental Science Services Administration, Boulder,
Colorado.

-i/f
The symbol "r - " corresponds to "r " of the U.S.S.R.,

H	 H

except that "H" is replaced with ";" (the time rate of change
of H and "y" with "yf" (gamma cycles per second).

w\) 
,,i
	 i^ I
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Figure 2. (Left) Diurnal
variation in magnetic mi-
cropulsation activity from
induction - magnetometer
records obtained at Vos-
tok. Monthly average for
May and December 1965.

Figure 3. (Right) Diurnal
variation in magnetic-
micropulsation activity
observed at Vostok.
Monthly average for Feb-

ruary 1965.

nal variation for the months of October through
March, i.e., during the antarctic summer. The months
of May through September display far less variation.
The February and December curves in Figs. 2 and
3 are characteristic of the summer activity, and the
May curves in Fig. 2 are characteristic of the winter
activity. There is actually a sharp break in form
across the March-April and September-October
curves. Activity for the five quiet and five disturbed
days of January and June 1965 has been plotted.
Except for amplitude, the diurnal variation is essen-
tially the same as for the full month.

The form of these diurnal characteristics is quite
similar to that obtained by Nikol'skii (1961) from
y

r11 data for 1958-1959, even though the r data
it

must represent activity of shorter period and much
smaller amplitude. Of course there are differences,
but they must be the subject of future investigation.

•f	7f
The Vostok monthly averages in r and r indi-

cate the seasonal variation in activity. The De-

cember-May 1965 /-Hz ratio is .066 to .022 in H
and .044 to .020 in D. The values decrease mono-
tonically from February to May and increase mono-
tonically from May to December, indicating a strong
solar control, as has been observed by other investi-

gators. Nikol'skii's (1961) 1958-1959 Vostok r
data show a seasonal range of - 120-45 ,/ from
January-February to May-June. Mayaud (1956),
using "a" figures recovered from the K indices found
a ratio of 160 to 65 7 from summer to winter at
Thule during the Second International Polar Year.
Maysuradze (1961) states, "The annual variation
of activity at Vostok has the form of a simple wave
with a strong summer maximum. In summer, the

frequency of occurrence and the intensity of mag-
netic storms is approximately four times as great as

in winter." The conclusions are based on R 7 values
derived from the 1958 K-indices. Evidently, the in-
duction-magnetometer data show seasonal variations
corresponding to those obtained from variometer
data.

Several investigators have studied the residual ac-
tivity at the poles during periods of very low K1.
Fukushima (1962) states, "One may not assume
that there is no magnetic perturbation all over the
world when K, is 0)). This residual or persistent dis-
turbance which is confined to the region near the
geomagnetic poles is of the order of several tens of
gammas in general, but in the summer season it
amounts to as much as 150 gammas, especially on
the sunlit side around geomagnetic latitude 80°."
Bobrov et al (1964) made a study of quiet-day
(K1, < 2)) and i K1, < 10) magnetic activity for
Mirnyy and Kheysa Island. They found that the re-
sulting "P )) " disturbances displayed pronounced diur-
nal and seasonal variations but little solar-cycle
variation, at least for the epoch 1959-1962. They
concluded that the residual activity is due to solar
corpuscular radiation.

The polar-cap residual activity at low K is
shown clearly in the scatter diagram of Fig. 4. The
regression line of '4 and A 1, (least squares technique)
shows a 4 intercept of .029 7-Hz. Thus at zero A,
the residual activity is a substantial percentage of the
average activity for all days. The same analysis for
the May-June 1965 data shows an intercept of .015

or half the summertime value. Again, the in-
duction-magnetometer records generally substantiate
results derived from the K and Q scalings of ordinary
magnetograms.

The correlation coefficient for the data of Fig. 4
is 0.829. Correlation coefficients calculated for May-
June 1965 for both H and D are 0.842 and 0.828,
respectively. This correlation is shown even more
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Figure 4. (Left) Daily average
magnetic-micropulsation activity
in H at Vostok versus daily
equivalent planetary amplitude,
A, November-December 1965.
Solid line, regression of x on y;

dotted line, y on x.
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Figure 5. Daily average magnetic-micropulsa-
tion activity at Vostok and daily equivalent

planetary amplitude, A;, December 1965.
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graphically in the curves of daily averages of H and

D for December 1965, together with the curve of
A, (Fig. 5).

.)ff
Evidently, the r and r scalings of the induc-

11	D

tion-magnetometer records constitute a useful tech-
nique for investigating polar-cap geomagnetic activ-
ity. Furthermore, identical instrumentation is in oper-
ation in this program at the North Geomagnetic
Pole, thus providing complementary data for the
study of seasonal effects, the effect of solar inclina-
tion on individual events, etc.

Here we have presented a few results of the an-
alysis of the Vostok induction-magnetometer data.
Further study of the data will provide additional
analyses and a critical evaluation of the results.
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Eltanin Cruises 28 and 29
Cruises 28 and 29 represented a departure from

the normal pattern of Eltanin . operations, which
involve a dozen or more research programs of equal
priority. The two cruises were planned specifically to
obtain measurements of temperatures, salinities,
oxygen, and chemical properties of the ocean waters
from the surface to the bottom at closely spaced sta-
tions across the Pacific Ocean between Australia and
Chile along 43°S. and 28°S. One of the principal
objectives was to determine the location of the north-
ward flow of high-latitude waters into the Pacific
Ocean basin. Similar transoceanic profiles have been
made in the South Atlantic by Meteor (1925-1927)

and Crawford and Atlantis I during the International
Geophysical Year and in the Indian Ocean by Atlan-
tis II during the International Indian Ocean Expedi-
tion. On Eltanin Cruises 28 and 29, additional
sections were completed around the Antarctic
Continent.

Although the cruises were made primarily to
obtain hydrographic data, other programs were con-
ducted, including seismic, magnetic, and gravity pro-
filing, upper-air meteorological soundings, and
studies of primary productivity, plankton, trace
metals, and the physiology of crustaceans. Bottom
photography, sediment coring, and trawling were not
carried out during these cruises.

Dr. Bruce A. Warren of the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution served as USARP Representative
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Eltanin tracks, Cruises 28 and 29.

on both cruises. He is the first project scientist to
have been assigned to this position. Support to the
scientific programs continued to be provided by a
party from Alpine Geophysical Associates, Inc.

Cruise 28

The physical oceanography program during this
cruise, which began on March 10 and ended on May
18, 1967, was a coordinated effort of the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. The purpose was to measure water char-
acteristics (temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen,
phosphate, silicate, nitrate, and nitrite) at about 35
levels from the surface to the bottom on a section
along 430 15'S. from Tasmania to Chile. Seventy-
eight stations, spaced 10-100 miles apart, were occu-
pied. In addition, a short section of seven stations
was made across the Chile Current at 350 15'S.

Among the tentative conclusions drawn on the
basis of a preliminary examination of the data was
that the 34 % isohaline crosses 43° IS'S. at
100°W. Over most of the transpacific section, a
salinity maximum was found in the upper part of the
pycnocline. Beneath this maximum was a minimum
that corresponded to the intermediate water formed
at the surface at still higher latitudes. The depth of
this minimum was about 700 m near Tasmania, but
it dropped abruptly to about 1,000 m across the East

Australia Current, then rose gradually to about 800
m over the remaining distance across the ocean.

At the deep stations on the western half of the
profile, a salinity maximum of at least 34.72 °4
was recorded between about 3,800 and 4,200 m,
whereas the value at the bottom was about 34.71
%. This maximum may be associated with minima
in phosphate, nitrate, and silicate concentrations.

Two oxygen minima were located, the major one
between 1,400 and 1,900 m and the other one at
depths slightly shallower than the intermediate-water
salinity minimum.

At the very deepest stations, some marginal evi-
dence was found of a temperature minimum between
about 4,300 and 4,800 m. Colder bottom waters
were found in two areas, one adjacent to the slope of
Tasmania and the other off the slope just east of New
Zealand. The northward currents that they represent
seem to be very wide—perhaps as much as 500 km.

The objectives of Lamont Geological Observa-
tory's program, which were to obtain continuous
seismic, magnetic, and gravity profiles, were achieved
successfully, except between Melbourne and Welling-
ton, where equipment troubles prevented magnetic
profiling.

Several interesting features were observed in the
seismic profile taken across the Tasman Sea. Most
notable were large accumulations of sediments,
which at times approached a thickness represented by
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2 seconds of signal travel time. Thick sediments
were also found shortly after leaving Wellington and
before reaching the Chatham Rise. Deformed sedi-
mentary layers having a total thickness of about 1
sec were observed on the eastern slope of the
Chatham Rise, but the thickness decreased progres-
sively eastward, except in several small pockets.

At about 139°W., a sudden increase in depth from
5,300 to 6,000 m was recorded. This "trough"
appeared to be flanked on each side by a ridge, which
on one crossing was as shallow as 3,300 m. The
distance between the two ridges varied from 10 to 20
miles. The South Chile Ridge proved to be free of
sediments and to exhibit a symmetrical rift with about
1 ,450 m of relief.

A free-air anomaly profile was plotted on the basis
of hourly observations. Bouguer anomalies with an
assumed density of 2.67 g/cm 3 were computed for
several features of interest. Over the Chatham Rise,
a 25-mgal gravity dip seemed to indicate a buried
structure. A free-air anomaly of over 120 mgal was
recorded over a seamount east of the East Pacific
Rise. Seismic profiling showed that the seamount's
base and summit were at depths of about 4,400 and
550 m, respectively.

Texas A&M's plankton-collecting and primary-
productivity programs were carried over from pre-
vious cruises. In addition to collecting plankton at 65
stations, a series of vertical tows was made to obtain
this material for the Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy. Also, many live euphausiids and a few am-
phipods were collected for the DePaul University
program. Primary-productivity data were obtained at
43 stations.

The DePaul University study was aimed at deter-
mining features of the process of adaptation of
heterothermic animals to low temperature. These
experiments involve radioisotopic analyses of both
sea water and animals (euphausiids and amphipods).

A representative of Yale University collected sea-
water samples to examine the trace elements cobalt,
nickel, silver, molybdenum, and chromium. The
objective of this worldwide study is to determine how
and in what quantities these elements are brought
into the ocean system, in what forms and concentra-
tions they are now present, and where and how they
are removed from the system.

Representatives of the Weather Bureau made 252
surface observations and 75 precipitation measure-
ments and collected 28 air samples at 14 stations for
carbon dioxide analysis. No rawinsonde or radiom-
etersonde flights were made, but 74 radiosondes were
released, 56 of which were carried on successful
flights to an average balloon-bursting altitude of
31,436 m.

Cruise 29

On this cruise, which began on June 1 and ended
on August 2, 1967, a single section of deep oceano-
graphic stations was taken in the South Pacific
between Chile and Australia along 28°15 1 S. The sec-
tion is the longest straight one of its type obtained in
any ocean by any vessel. The physical-oceanography
program, which was conducted by the Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and University of Hawaii, involved sampling at 35
water levels from the surface to the bottom at rela-
tively closely spaced stations. In the central part of
the Pacific, the spacing was 100 miles; but over the
complex basin topography between the Kermadec
Ridge and Australia, it was 50 miles; and on the
eastern side of the Kermadec Ridge and on the conti-
nental slopes under the Chile and East Australia
Currents, it was 15-30 miles.

The following preliminary results were obtained in
the physical-oceanography program:

Near Chile, great contrasts were observed between
the northward-flowing Chile Current and southward-
flowing Peru-Chile Undercurrent. At this latitude, the
salinity minimum of the Chile Current was found just
below the surface layer. The Peru-Chile Under-
current, which is immediately beneath this minimum,
was characterized by high salinity, very low oxygen
concentration, and a high nutrient level. A second
core of Peru-Chile Undercurrent water was found
500 km off the coast, and a third, narrow core of
southward-flowing water was found 2,000 km off-
shore at 90°W.

The salinity minimum of the equatorward-flowing
Antarctic Intermediate Water extended across the
entire section. The lowest values (slightly under
34.3 0/) were obtained in disconnected areas of
the eastern region. The depth of the minimum
increased gradually toward the west, reaching a
depth of about 1,000 m at the Kermadec Trench.
The oxygen maximum of the intermediate water was
just above the salinity minimum.

The lowest values for the shallow-water oxygen
minimum were obtained in the Peru-Chile Under-
current, but the minimum was present across the
entire basin in the lower part of the pycnocline. The
deep-water oxygen minimum was also measured
across the entire section, but the values obtained in
the waters on one side of the South Pacific basin were
different from those of the other side.

The slight maximum in salinity that was observed
in the deep water near 43°S. on Cruise 28 was clearly
defined west of 156°W. at a depth of about 4,000 m
and a temperature of 1.4'C. It increased along the
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approach to the Kermadec Ridge, which is the
farthest north that this salinity maximum has ever
been observed in the Pacific.

Within 30-40 miles of the Kermadec Ridge, the
deep-water salinity maximum increased abruptly,
reaching an extreme value of 34.739 o/oo in one
sample. This value is about equal to the highest value
obtained during the preceding cruise, near 43°S.
Associated with the narrow, high-salinity core was a
sharp temperature gradient between depths of 2,500
and 4,500 m, at which the isotherms dropped 200-
300 m over a distance of only 30 miles. These
characteristics support the presently accepted theory
of abyssal circulation that envisions a narrow
western-boundary current flowing northward from
the Antarctic.

Yale University's geochemistry program was re-
sumed with the sampling of sea water for later anal-
ysis of trace elements. Convection studies were also
carried out to obtain temperature profiles in the bot-
tom waters of several deep basins that have different
oceanographic characteristics.

Lamont Geological Observatory conducted seis-
mic, magnetic, and gravity programs. Two seismic
profiles over the Peru-Chile Trench showed clearly
the bottom of the sediment-filled trench, at a depth of
about 5,850 m, and the underlying basement. The
Kermadec Trench was traversed three times during a
three-day survey allotted to geophysical studies.

The DePaul University study of low-temperature
adaptation of heterothermic organisms was con-
cluded on Cruise 29. During this and the preceding
cruise, 37 experiments were made, 21 of which (on
167 organisms) involved studying the absorption by
these organisms of inorganic carbon in the form of
C l t sodium bicarbonate. Four experiments in which
C14 sodium acetate was the substrate were carried out
on 43 organisms. In addition, four experiments in
which C' glycine, alanine, and glucose served as
substrates were conducted on 60 organisms.

The Weather Bureau observers made 232 surface
observations and 68 precipitation measurements and
collected 24 carbon dioxide samples at 12 stations.
Radiosonde releases numbered 61, of which 41 were
successful. The average balloon-burst height was
28,160 m, and the maximum was 33,665 m.

Eltanin Statistics, February 23, 1962—August 2, 1967
(Cruises 1-29).

Fiscal Year	Days at	Sea	Percent of	Nautical Miles
Time at Sea	Logged

	

1962	 80	 65.4	 9,096

	

1963	 311	 85.2	 29,163

	

1964	 295	 80.6	 38,616

	

1965	 246	 67.4	 30,367

	

1966	 282	 77.2	 35,795

	

1967	 312	1	85.4	1	40,714

	

FTotals:	1,526	 76.9*	 183,751

* Average.

Night Flight to Antarctica
JOHN HOSHKO, JR.

Lieutenant, USNR
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica

The successful completion in June of the first reg-
ularly scheduled winter flight to Antarctica marked
a new milestone in the United States program of
antarctic research and exploration. Rear Admiral
J. L. Abbot, Jr., the commander of the U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica, who directed and partic-
ipated in the flight to McMurdo, described it as a
great step forward. He added that he could foresee
the day when winter aircraft support would be a reg-
ular procedure of Operation Deep Freeze.

"With the winter flights," said Admiral Abbot,
"the United States can apply the talents of scientists
who normally would not be available because of
teaching demands." Indeed, the primary objective of
the June flight, named Project Win fly, was to add

seven new members to the 200-man winter commu-
nity of sailors and scientists at McMurdo Station.
Aboard the flight were two parties of scientists, one
headed by Dr. Jacques S. Zaneveld, director of the
Institute of Oceanography, Old Dominion College,
Norfolk, Virginia, and the other by Dr. C. C. Lee of
the Institute of Marine Science, University of Miami.
Both Dr. Zaneveld and Dr. Lee, whose projects
required diving in ice-covered McMurdo Sound, had
teaching commitments through early June and could
not spend an entire winter season in Antarctica. Also
on the historic flight was a photographer from the
National Geographic Society.'

While the support of research was the main reason
for the winter fly-in, it was perhaps of secondary
interest to many of the men at McMurdo Station and
to the New Zealanders wintering at neighboring Scott
Base. For these men, isolated since late February
except for radio communications, the winter sortie

See National Geographic, November 1967, p. 732-738.
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Hercules 318, "City of Christchurch," which also made the second (September) winter flight
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For the men wintering at McMurdo, the flight brought the
first mail in several months.

meant mail, one of the most cherished items in Ant-
arctica, and the flight brought more than 5,000
pounds of it.

Getting the men and the mail to McMurdo,
uneventful as it proved to be, involved considerable
planning and coordination—and more than a little
luck with such imponderables as antarctic weather
and communications. Planning started months
before, when the necessity for getting the scientists to
McMurdo during the winter was presented by the
National Science Foundation's Office of Antarctic
Programs to the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarc-
tica. In the 12 years of Operation Deep Freeze, Air
Development Squadron Six (VX-6), the Navy's ant-
arctic aviation unit, had acquired considerable
experience in polar flying. While this was to be the
first scheduled winter flight to Antarctica, VX-6 had
successfully flown the LC-130F Hercules to the Con-
tinent during the winters of 1961, 1964, and 1966 to
evacuate medical patients.

The operational plan developed for Project Win fly

Antarctic Journal, vol. 1, no. 6, p. 274.

called for Hercules 318, "City of Christchurch," to
fly to McMurdo as soon as possible after June 16,
when the moon would be in its three-quarter phase
and approaching full. A second Hercules would stand
by in New Zealand to provide search and rescue
services, if necessary. One aircraft departed Quonset
Point, Rhode Island, on June 12, embarked the
scientists in Washington, and flew to Christchurch in
three days, making stops in California, Hawaii, and
American Samoa.

Admiral Abbot and several of his staff officers had
set out from Washington aboard the other Hercules
several days before the scientists departed for Ant-
arctica. Upon the Admiral's arrival in Christchurch,
Deep Freeze Control—a communications and flight-
monitoring center—was activated in the Naval Sup-
port Force's advance headquarters at Harewood
International Airport. Communications between
Christchurch and McMurdo were excellent and re-
mained so throughout the flight. Even Byrd Station
and Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station could be
heard "loud and clear" on the voice radio network.

A series of voice conferences began between
meteorologists in Christchurch and McMurdo. Lt.
Comdr. Ralph Sallee, assistant staff meteorologist
with the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, had
accompanied Admiral Abbot to Christchurch to
establish a weather control center. His evaluations
and forecasts, together with those of Lt. (jg.) Maurice
Gibbs, USN, meteorologist at McMurdo, would be
the basis of the decision to launch the flight. Early
weather forecasts were very favorable. On Thursday,
June 15, McMurdo reported clear skies and a tem-
perature of 19°F., while at Williams Field on the
Ross Ice Shelf, about four miles from McMurdo, it
was a brisk —50°F.

The loading and final preparation of the aircraft
began early Friday morning. VX-6 crewmen installed
internal fuel tanks in both planes. The fuselage tank
was required by "City of Christchurch" because a
low-altitude return flight from McMurdo was a pos-

Dates and times that follow are in Christchurch time.
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Both the mission and search planes were fitted with 3,500-
gallon internal fuel tanks.

sibility : one of the two Navy men to be evacuated,
Chief Radioman Ronald Hilton, had suffered a col-
lapsed lung, and, though his lung had fully expanded
by June 16, it was not known whether he could with-
stand flying at 28,000 feet. I Providing the reserve
Hercules with an internal fuel tank was also precau-
tionary; the aircraft commander, Lt. Comdr. F. A.
Prehn, wanted a maximum load of fuel available in
the event he had to conduct a search and rescue
mission. Along with the fuel tank and mail, 500
pounds of nonperishable cargo were loaded on the
McMurdo-bound airplane. The fresh provisions—
almost a ton of fruits, vegetables, milk, and eggs to
replenish McMurdo's long-depleted stocks—would
be loaded just before takeoff.

By Friday, the opening of Williams Field and the
preparation of the skiway for the incoming Hercules
had been completed. The winter-over contingent of
Antarctic Support Activities at McMurdo had
worked in temperatures ranging from —40° to
—60°F. to open buildings that had been nearly cov-
ered over by blowing snow during the preceding four
months. Generators, heaters, snow movers, commu-
nications equipment, air navigational aids, and the
GCA (ground-controlled approach) radar had been
reactivated.

On the 8,000-foot skiway, which is 300 feet wide,
a large snowplow first cut, then graded the surface,
and two 35-ton low-ground-pressure D-8 tractors
with 150 feet of anchor chain between them dragged
the strip twice to ensure smoothness. Through the
first 1,000 feet, the skiway was equipped with elec-

The second evacuee, Hospital Corpsman First Class
Lloyd G. Goodrich, had developed a gall bladder condition
in May and was being relieved of duty in Antarctica as a
precautionary measure. Both men arrived in Christchurch in
satisfactory condition, and Hilton experienced no adverse
effects from the normal-altitude flight.

tric lights, while the remaining length was marked
with Coleman double-mantle gasoline lanterns placed
every 500 feet.5

On Saturday evening, June 17, a tentative deci-
sion to launch the flight was made. Comdr. Fred
Schneider, the commanding officer of VX-6 and
aircraft commander of "City of Christchurch,"
planned to take off in the early morning so as to
reach McMurdo Station in the early afternoon.
Although the aircraft would arrive in the darkness
just three days prior to Midwinter Day—the time
when the least sunlight falls on the Southern Hemi-
sphere—the early afternoon would be the time of
nautical twilight, when the sun is at its highest point
on the meridian of McMurdo. It was felt that twilight
combined with moonlight would provide the best
visibility at that time of year.

Final preparations began at 0200 on Sunday, June
18, with the meteorologists evaluating the weather
expected at McMurdo and along the flight track. By
0400, the flight crew had been briefed, and an hour
later, crew and passengers gathered at the VX-6
hangar. With Dr. Zaneveld were his two divers and
students from Old Dominion College, Leonard Nero
and David Bresnahan. Also present were Dr. Lee
and his student assistant, William J. Boggs, Jr., and
Kenneth Line, a mechanical engineer from the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. There was only one Navy pas-
senger to join the winter community at McMurdo,
Hospital Corpsman First Class Philip Michie, who
was to replace the ailing Goodrich.

Shortly after 0600, Commander Schneider taxied
his aircraft to the Harewood runway. When airspeed
permitted, he activated eight JATO bottles attached
to the sides of the aircraft and, at 0621, nosed the
big plane gently skyward. So heavily laden was the
aircraft that the passengers reported that they hardly
felt the thrust of the JATO rockets.

Weather along the 2,400-mile flight track to
McMurdo was so good that the "City of Christ-
church" enjoyed a clear sky all the way. The first
sight of Antarctica was spectacular, with the jagged
features of the Continent clearly outlined in the blue-
white moonlight.

The plane's Teflon-coated skis touched Williams
Field at 1421 in a relatively mild temperature of
—39°F. Unloading operations began as soon as the
four turboprop engines were shut down. The scien-
tists and Admiral Abbot were transported by heli-
copter to "the Hill," as McMurdo Station is called
at Williams Field. Admiral Abbot spent nearly six
hours at the station, conferring with the various unit
officers-in-charge, inspecting the winter construction
and maintenance projects, and speaking to the mem-

For the previous winter flights, which were conducted
on an emergency basis, drums of burning fuel oil were used
as runway lights.

*	4gt
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bers of the winter-over party—assembled in the gen-
eral mess hall—about the significance of winter
flights. He also discussed with the Navy men their
prospects for duty assignments upon relief at the
beginning of the summer support season.

Following this visit, those persons scheduled to
make the return flight to New Zealand were taken to
Williams Field, and at 2018 the Hercules rose from
the skiway. By midnight, activity had increased again
in Deep Freeze Control at Christchurch. The in-
bound plane with the two medical evacuees was
about three hours from touchdown when fog
descended on the Canterbury area of Christchurch,
closing the airport. Alternate airports—which the
aircraft had ample fuel to reach—were advised of
the situation. All of the major alternates (Dunedin
on New Zealand's South Island and Wellington and
Auckland on North Island) reported fog and rain.
Fortunately, the fog lifted from Harewood Airport,
greatly improving visibility, and the "City of Christ-
church" landed at 0337 on Monday morning, less
than 24 hours after it had begun its mission.

Such a flight would have been inconceivable when
Operation Deep Freeze began in 1955, but the
improvements made in equipment and the experience
accumulated during 12 years of sustained antarctic
operations made this historic flight almost as routine
as the many other supply runs that are made in sup-
port of U.S. research in the Antarctic.

National Archives Opens
Center for Polar Records

The National Archives marked the opening on
September 8 of its Center for Polar Archives with a
day-long conference on U.S. polar exploration. Some
20 speakers reviewed the highlights of exploration
and research in the Arctic and Antarctic, and writ-
ings on these subjects, for an assembly that included
explorers, scientists, and historians. The attendees
were welcomed by Dr. Robert H. Bahmer, Archivist
of the United States, and Mr. Herman R. Friis,
director of the new center.

The Center for Polar Archives will serve as a
repository for records created by U.S. Government
agencies engaged in polar activities and for gifts of
private papers relating to the Arctic and the Ant-
arctic. The Center plans to compile a comprehensive
list of explorations and primary research projects
pertaining to the polar regions, to prepare a polar
bibliography, and to publish a location list of polar
manuscripts and related records. Private papers
already deposited include those of Admiral Robert
E. Peary, Dr. Paul A. Siple, Dr. Carl R. Eklund, and
correspondence with explorers by the Geographical
Society of Philadelphia. Selected documents from

these and other sources were displayed in an exhibit
that opened on the evening of the conference (see
facing page).

During the first morning session of the conference,
presided over by Dr. Louis 0. Quam of the National
Science Foundation, papers on exploration and re-
search in the Arctic were presented by Dr. Walter A.
Wood of the American Geographical Society and
Dr. John C. Reed of the Arctic Institute of North
America. Commenting on this subject were Dr. Max
E. Britton, Office of Naval Research, and Comdr.
Shepherd M. Jenks, USN, who was a member of the
Nautilus crew when that nuclear submarine made its
historic voyage under the North Pole in 1958.

Antarctic exploration and research was the theme
of the second morning session, the chairman of which
was Rear Admiral J. Lloyd Abbot, Jr., of the U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica. Papers were pre-
sented by Dr. Henry M. Dater, also of the Support
Force, and Dr. A. P. Crary of the National Science
Foundation, who, respectively, reviewed activities
from the beginning of U.S. interest in Antarctica to
1954, and from 1954 to the present. These papers
were commented on by Mr. Rupert B. Southard, U.S.
Geological Survey, and Dr. W. J. L. Sladen, Johns
Hopkins University.

Two simultaneous afternoon sessions, one for the
Arctic and the other for the Antarctic, were devoted
to reviews of polar writing and research.

Chairman of the antarctic session was Rear Admi-
ral David M. Tyree, USN (Ret.), who commanded
Deep Freeze operations from April 1959 to Novem-
ber 1962. Three papers were presented: "Little
America III, United States Antarctic Service, 1939-
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1941," read for Dr. Paul A. Siple by Dr. F. Alton
Wade of Texas Technological College; "East Base
Operations, United States Antarctic Service, 1939-
1941," by Rear Admiral Richard B. Black, USN
(Ret.); and "Exploration of Antarctica by the
United States," by Dr. Kenneth J. Bertrand, Catholic
University of America. Commenting was Dr. James
E. Mooney, former Deputy U.S. Antarctic Projects
Officer.

Oliver W. Holmes, of the National Historical Pub-
lications Commission, was chairman of the arctic
session, at which the following three papers were
presented: "Charles Francis Hall," by Chauncey C.
Loomis, Jr., of Dartmouth College; "The Arctic,
Desert, and Tropic Information Center," by Paul H.
Nesbitt of the Air University; and "Responsibilities
of the Polar Scientist-Explorer," by F. Alton Wade
of Texas Technological College. Marie Tremaine, of
the Arctic Institute of North America, commented
on the talks.

At the last session, entitled "Visual Records of
Polar Exploration," Captain Finn Ronne, USN
(Ret.), showed a film.

The principal address was delivered in the evening
by Dr. A. Lincoln Washburn of the University of
Washington, who spoke on "Polar Research: Some
Issues," following which the exhibit on U.S. polar
exploration was formally opened.

The proceedings of the conference will be pub-
lished by the National Archives.

Records in the new Center for Polar Archives, like
other holdings of the National Archives, will gen-
erally be open to qualified researchers. For the
benefit of scholars who cannot come to Washington
to examine documents, the National Archives will
furnish, for a moderate fee, photostatic or micro-
film reproductions of most documents.

Now a part of the General Services Administra-
tion, the National Archives was established by an
act of Congress, approved June 19, 1934, to preserve
documents of enduring value. Presently, the Archives
holds about 900,000 cubic feet of records, includ-
ing 1,500,000 maps, 3,400,000 still pictures, and
47,000,000 feet of motion picture film. Materials
in these holdings that relate to polar activities will
be gathered together in the new center for easier
access.

By Thanksgiving Day, the ice drill at Byrd Sta-
tion had cut to a depth of 760 meters, about one-
third of the distance to the rock underlying the ant-
arctic ice cap at that locality. The drilling program,
which is conducted by the U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory with support
from the National Science Foundation, has proceeded
without major interruption since it was resumed on
November 1 after a depth of 227 meters was reached
last austral summer.

At Byrd Station, the ice cap is between 2,100 and
2,400 meters in depth, representing as many as
30,000 years of precipitation. If the drilling con-
tinues on schedule, the rock at the base of the ice
cap will be struck before the end of the current
austral summer. The hole will be the deepest one
ever drilled through ice.

(NSF Drawing)

The 70-foot-high drill tower rests on snow surface above
Byrd Station tunnel. Hoist is mounted in tunnel (at bottom
of drawing). At right of hoist is drill hole, into which
casing is being lowered. Reels of cable and other equipment

are stored in tunnel farther to right.

Drill Penetrates One-Third
of Ice Cap
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Winter Storms Damage
Hallett Station

When the first personnel arrived in early October
to reopen Hallett Station, they found that some facil-
ities had suffered winter damage. Winds had ripped
loose the roofs of the dispensary and another build-
ing, blown down several power lines, and battered
down the windward walls of two warehouses, allow-
ing snow to bury equipment and supplies. The sea-
son's second flight to Hallett, about a week later,
brought the commander of Antarctic Support Activi-
ties, Captain H. A. Kelley, and two engineering offi-
cers to inspect the damage and plan repairs. Fortun-
ately, the damage was largely limited to buildings
scheduled for demolition.

(U.S. Navy Photo)

Snow entered this warehouse at Hallett after wind breached
end wall.

Hallett Station was originally built for the inter-
national Geophysical Year, and from 1957 to 1965
it was operated jointly by the United States and New
Zealand on a year-round basis. At the end of the
1964-1965 operational season, the station was
reduced to summer-only status. The small sand spit
which Hallett shares with an Adélie penguin rookery
is situated beneath the Christchurch-McMurdo air
route, so the station serves both as a center for
biological studies and as a communications and
weather-reporting facility. A runway on the annual
ice there is available to wheeled aircraft as an emer-
gency alternative to Williams Field.

Orientation Session Held for
USARP Field Personnel

A five-day orientation session was held at Skyland,
Virginia, September 18-22, by the National Science
Foundation for field personnel of the U.S. Antarctic
Research Program, 1967-1968. Such meetings are
arranged each year to familiarize USARP personnel
with the overall program and to brief them on such
subjects as the history of antarctic exploration and
research, safety precautions, survival techniques,
conservation, and international cooperation. Another
major purpose of the meetings is to enable the field
personnel to become acquainted with each other and
with the senior administrative staff of USARP.

Before going to Skyland, most of the 200 partici-
pants gathered in Washington, D. C., for welcoming
remarks by Dr. T. 0. Jones, Division Director,
Environmental Sciences, NSF.

Dr. A. P. Crary, Deputy Division Director, En-
vironmental Sciences, NSF, opened Monday's ses-
sions with a discussion of the objectives and phi-
losophy of USARP. This talk was followed by a
briefing on the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarc-
tica, by Mr. Price Lewis, its Assistant for interagency
Affairs. Group meetings were then held, with mem-
bers of the staff of the Office of Antarctic Programs
serving as chairmen. In the evening, Dr. Laurence
M. Gould, Chairman, Committee on Polar Re-
search, National Academy of Sciences, and President
of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research,
spoke on "Antarctica, Then and Now." Congress-
man Jerry L. Pettis (R-Calif.) also spoke to the
participants that evening.

Speakers on Tuesday included science writer
Richard S. Lewis, of the Chicago Sun-Times, who
reviewed the history of antarctic exploration; retired
Ambassador Paul C. Daniels, who spoke on the in-
ternational aspects of Antarctica; Dr. Ernst Stuhl-
inger, Director, Research Projects Laboratory,
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA,
who discussed Earth-Sun relationships; and Dr.
David W. Kenney, Director of Research, Sea
World, San Diego, California, and Dr. Robert W.
Elsner, Associate Research Physiologist, Scripps In-
stitution of Oceanography, University of California,
San Diego, who gave a presentation on capturing
whales alive. Dr. Stuhlinger's talk served as a
prelude to the afternoon session, which concerned
upper atmosphere physics, including remote sensing,
aurora and airglow, cosmic rays, geomagnetism,
ionospheric phenomena, and VLF propagation.

Wednesday was devoted to features of the biology,
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geology, and aerial photography and mapping pro-
grams. The biology session opened with a discussion
of antarctic biogeography, after which brief presen-
tations were made by all of the 1967-1968 antarctic-
biology investigators. During the geology session,
talks were given on continental geology, paleomag-
netism, continental drift, and glacial geology. They
were followed by a discussion of the relationships
between the aerial photography and mapping pro-
grams and the scientific investigations. In the eve-
ning, Dr. Henri Bader, School of Engineering, Uni-
versity of Miami, spoke on the results expected from
the antarctic deep-drilling program, which is being
conducted by the Cold Regions Research and Engi-
neering Laboratory, with which he was formerly
associated.

Thursday's program included discussions of ant-
arctic oceanography, infrared imagery, micrometeor-
ology, resource potentials of the antarctic region,
logistic support of USARP, the Committee on Polar
Research, the USARP information program, and
press relations in Antarctica. The day's session cul-
minated with presentations on the first decade of
Deep Freeze, by Rear Admiral David M. Tyree,
USN (Ret.), and long-range planning for USARP,
by Dr. Crary.

On Friday, the last day of the meeting, Dr. Ray-
mond F. Dasmann of the Conservation Foundation,
Washington, D. C., spoke on the pressing need for
conservation in Antarctica, and a discussion was
held on safety and survival. Remarks by Dr. Louis
0. Quam, Chief Scientist, Office of Antarctic Pro-
grams, brought the meeting to a close.

New Edition of
Introduction to Antarctica

A completely revised edition of Introduction to
Antarctica was issued in October by the U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica. The publication replaces
one of the same title last reprinted in 1965 by the
now disestablished U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer.
In 52 pages and 109 illustrations, Introduction to
Antarctica presents a general review of antarctic
geography, climate, biology, and history.

Most of the publication is devoted to the history
of Antarctica's discovery and exploration, with em-
phasis on United States activities. One chapter
reviews the great voyages, treks, and flights of dis-
covery; another summarizes the antarctic programs
of the International Geophysical Year; and two
chapters discuss antarctic activities from the end of
the TOY to the present. In the last of the seven
chapters, a view into Antarctica's future is ventured.

Although Introduction to Antarctica is intended
for general use, the scholastic popularity of past edi-
tions has been considered in the preparation of the
current edition. A list of suggested readings is ap-
pended, and sources of additional information and
maps are cited.

The publication is available upon request to the
Public Affairs Officer, U.S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, Building 210, Washington Navy Yard,
Washington, D.C. 20390.

Time Changed at U.S. Antarctic Stations

The Deep Freeze 68 summer is the first in which
all of the inland U.S. stations have operated on the
same time as McMurdo Station. The four stations
affected switched to McMurdo time at 0001 on the
following dates:

Brockton	 October 5
Byrd	 October 15
Amundsen-Scott South Pole October 26
Plateau	 November 10

The main reason for the change was to facilitate
communications and coordination with the inland
stations, all of which are supported by flights from
McMurdo. Under the new system, the point in a
station's workday at which a flight will arrive can be
estimated simply by adding the necessary flying hours
to the time of departure. The change probably will be
appreciated most by those personnel who must fre-
quently journey between stations; in the past, a
traveller might have departed McMurdo Station after
breakfast and, after a 3½-hour flight, arrived at
Byrd Station in time for supper—on the preceding
day.

Palmer and Hallett Stations were, for different
reasons, unaffected by the change. Palmer Station is
supplied by ships using South American ports, not by
aircraft operating out of McMurdo, so it will con-
tinue to observe its geographic time zone. Hallett has
customarily used the same time as McMurdo, which
—though also located in time zone L (157°30'E. to
172°30'E.)—has observed the time of zone M
(172°30'E. to 172°30'W.) for ease of communica-
tions with the Naval Support Force's advance head-
quarters in Christchurch, New Zealand.

Upon completion of the last summer flight, about
February 27, the four stations will revert to the clock
settings of the applicable geographic time zones for
the winter.

Erratum in vol. II, no. 3:
On p. 70, the caption to Fig. 2 should read "Total
delivered: 719,000 gallons."
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